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PREFACE 

THESE notes are designed particularly for beginners 
who may be studying these chapters as their first 
Hebrew Text. Especially are they designed for 
students whose circumstances compel them to study 
by themselves, without being in touch with anyone 
who c~n guide tp~ in regular tuition. References 
are given, wherever necessary, to the germane pages 
in Davidson's Introductory Hebrew Grammar, 20th and 
later editions , (reference, DG), and to W.ood

1 
and 

Lanchester's. A Hebrew Grammar (WL), these being the 
grammars most in use by elementary students. Further 
references are given to Davidson's Hebrew Syntax (DS), 
Gesenius~Kautzsch (GK, by paragraphs), Driver's 
Hebrew Tenses {DT), and also to the two Commentaries 
on the Hebrew Text of Samuel, Driver's Notes on the 
Hebrew Text of the Books of Samuel; 2nd Ed. (Dr, a book 
which every student is recommended to study) and 
the I.C.C. Commentary by H. P. Smith (ICC). 
BDB means the Oxford Lexicon, by Brown, Driver and 
Briggs. HDB is Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible. 
EB is Encyclopaedia Biblica. Every care has been taken 
to ensure complete accuracy. 

N.H.S. 
February, 1945 .. 



CHAPTER XVI 

Verse 1. ~ ,,,,, The vav-consecutive construction 
is here broken, because the narrative turns away from 
Absalom to David. We get therefore the subject put 
first, and the verb (now in the perfect) coming second, 
DG 84-6, WL 88-91. Translate 'Now David had 
crossed (passed) over . . .' , 

tolTO, 'a little while'. It is an adverb of time, not 
of place. If it is to be regarded as an adverb of place 
here (as Dr 318, and presumably EVV), then it is 
unique . 

. uiNino, 'from the summit (ridge, lit. "head")'. 
The prep. lQ (from) with short vowel expanding into 
tsere before a guttural which cannot be doubled, 
DG 52, WL 20, § 3 (b). 

r,127:,., hosketh (shame) is a pious substitution by the 
sGribes, even as early as LXX, to avoid the use of 
the name Baal, Dr 253!, HDB i. 209, ERE ii. 283.ff. 
The name was originally Merib-baal, as in I Chronicles 
viii. 34, ix. 40. _ 

'!nMip,, prep. lamedh (purpose), plus inf. cstr. qal 
of Nip (meet) plus 3 m. s. suff. Thei;e is confusion 
between the two roots Nip I (call, read aloud) 
and Nip II= {pr~perly) nip (meet), DG 125. For 
the cstr. infs., riNiP.~ means 'to meet'; WL 182, 

and Mi/1~ or Ji'IMi17~ 'to call'. 
"l'Olr (pair, couple), but Klostermann suggested 

i%ill!'1, 'and ,with him (i.e. accompanying him)', which 
is more suitable. 

_ n:i.n, m. p. pass. ptc. qal of 121::i.n (bind, and so 
'laden'). 
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' ci"T',YT, vav plus prep. ~:V plus 3 m. p. suff. It 
looks like a plural form entirely, DG 70, WL 64f. 

c,r,NO~ du'al of Ml$1;l (hundred); The normal 

form would be C:t!~, but the aleph quiesces when 
preceded by a vocal sheva. For t~ syntax of the 
numerals, see DG r63J, WL r94J, DS 50-7. The 
general rules are: I agrees in gender, is an adjective 
and follows the noun; 2 agrees in gender, is in con
struct and precedes the noun; 3-ro, with definite 
noun, differ in gender, are in construct and precede 
the noun; 3-ro, with indefinite noun, differ in genderi 
are in absolute and precede the noun; tens, hundreds 
and thousands are always masculine, are in absolute 
and precede the noun. All take plural nouns, except, 
of course, r, but u-19 take the singular with words 
of time, measure, weight, . etc. There is a general 
tendency to use the singular, but the tens have the 
singular only in Ezekiel and P. Say 'twenty and 
three' for the classical style. There are variations 
from these rules, especially in later writings, but the 
above are sound geµeral rules for the best period of 
Hebrew literature. 

c,p'ltlX (dried grapes). The root means 'dried, 
shrivelled', e.g. Hosea ix. 14 o{ a woman's breasts. 

T"i' (late-summer, here 'late-summer fruits'). LXX 
(cod. B) has q,o{y11<es (dates), bu.t Lucian has 
TrCXAa6a1 ( cakes of preserved figs), and · so the Versions 
generally. 

Verse 2. ,,:,~,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal 
of ,riN (say). The vav-consecutive is resumed, since 
the narrative now continues the story of David. 
Notice the retracted · tone, so th_at the normal pathach 
of the last syllable has been sharpened to seghol. 
,riN is one of five pe-aleph verbs; the other verbs 
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which have aleph as the first radical are pe-guttural 
verbs, though TMN {seize, grasp) varies. The five 
pe-aleph verbs are: 'The bridegroom said iCN to 
the bride, I am willing n:lM to eat ',~N all you bake 
nmN, though I perish ~M.' 

no (what?). The pointing of this interrogative 
is as for the article, except take no account of the 
accent with he-and-ayin-with-qamets, though there are 
variations from the normal. · 

,,, prep.; lamedh plus 2 m. s. suff., normally i?, 
but here in pause and having same form as fem., 
DG 51 (note), WL 49. The lamedh has dagesh after. 
fnil'el ·(accent on penultimate) ending in n~ (or 

nJ. This always happens with ;,, but never with 
any other form from the prep. lamedh, and never with 
the other inseparabie prepositions and vav, GK 20f. 

~,,, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of~, (ride). 
Notice the closed syllable, and pronounce lir-kov, 
DG 77 (2 a ii), WL roo. 
-cn',n',,, the Kethiv (what is written) has a lamedh 

accidentally repeated under influence of previous 
word, but it is corrected in the Q,ere, DG 41,.WL 119. 

c~,Y:in ,,~i,c',, lit. 'to the eating of the young :tnen'. 
This phrase shows why this inf. is called 'infinitive 
construct'. 

n,r,u,,',, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal. of nr,u,, 
(drink), a normal lamedh-he form. For lamedh-he verbs, 
all perfect 3 m. s. end in qamets, all imperfects in 
seghol, all imperatives in tsere, all inf. cstr. in -oth, 
all participles in seghol. The infinitive absolutes follow 
the normal rule, the three to the right in tsere, piel in 
both, and the rest in cholem. 

Verse 3. ,,:i,N, 2 m. s. suff. to plural of T'ntc 
(lord), 'plural of majesty', GK 124i. 
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:,.z:,;,, M!IM. The use of M!IM with the partiG.iple 
without the subject expressed is most unusual, and 
can be excused (if at all) only on the ground that the 
subject referred to immediately· precedes; cf. Dr .134, 
GK u6 q. 

c~,,,:,., prep. beth plus noun. The short chireq 
followed by yod-with-sheva has become a long -i 
written full, DG 51, WL 43. 

,~,' like OTl, can be either a conjunction intro
ducing indirect speech and even direct speech or 
a causal particle, as here. 

c,,n (to-day), lit. 'the day' as in North-Country 
dialect. 

i:,.'lttf, 3 m. p. impf. hiph. of :,.m, (return), normal 
ayin-vav form. The subject is the collective sing., 
'the house of Israel'. 

zi,~~cc. This s. cstr. occurs nine times, of which 
five are in Joshua xiii and one· in I Samuel xv. 28. 
Some would restore the form ~~~0· generally, but 
it is better to regard the form as a conflation of 
r,:r~~0 and r,.:;i~t?0 (cstr. s. of n;,~~0, DG xo2, WL 96), 
both of which are sound forms. 

,:iM, 1 s. suff. of :lN (father), one of a number 
of very common irregular nouns which must be 
known, DG 153, WL 185J. 

Verse 4. ,z,,,nr,zz;n, 1 s. pf. hithpa'lel of nntzf (bow 
down). This curious verb is found 170' times, and 
is due to, the reduplication of the last radical, the 
original vav being retained .:.i,nd the he being added, 
DG 145, WL 145, GK 75 .kk. Usually the vav has 
become a he in Hebrew, and we have a normal 
lamedh-he verb. In addition, the shin and the tau have 
changed places, DG 93, WL 72. Notice especially 
the curious apocopated form. Notice also the tsere, 
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which occurs properly in all passive perfects of 
lamedh-he verbs, and in all · 1 s. perfects, except the 
qal, whether active or passive, DG 229 (note), 
WL 143. Translate 'I bow down .. .', being perfect 
of action just completed, DS 60 (§ 40b) •. 

N:!Z'CN, 1 s. impf. (Cohortative) qal of N:!Z'C (find), 
normal lamedh-aleph verb. The true cohortative end
ing in a toneless -ah is not found in · zamedh-aleph 
verbs, presumably because of the difficulty of pro
nouncing it. , Translate 'let me find favour ... ' ,,c.,. The article denotes the vocative, as in 
EVV, GK I 26 f. 

Verse 5. N:::i.i. This form occurs at the beginning 
of a verse 17 times, but this is the only case where 
it is 3 m. s. pf. qal of Ni:::I. (come) with weak-vav. 
Everywhere else it is with strong-vav, and is therefore 
a · good Hebrew construction. Either read M::i., 
(3 m. s. im£ qal with strong-vav) or assume that the 
text is an unusual variant for the order N:::I. in ,,on,. 
It is quite possiole that both the author and the 
Masoretes could not decide wliich of these two was 
better in this particular case. 

,11, 'as far as' or 'up to'. The distinction between 
;~ (to) and i.v (up to, as far as) can be slight, but 
there are cases, ,such as this, where it is worth while. , 

c,,,n:::i.. The cheth is virtually doubled, hence 
the firm pathach. Otherwise the first vowel would be 
vocal sheva. 

rin!l~O, prep. 71.:;1 plus cstr. s. of ni,~~ (clan). 
Ni.:17:2 ,ycrzi iriui'!, 'and his name (was) Shimei-ben

Gera', a little circumstantial clause, characteristic of 
the best Hebrew style. 

;;,,c, Ni:!Z', N:!Z'\ 'keeping on coming out and 
cursing', The three words are act. ptc. qal and inf. 
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abs. qal of z-nr, (go out, come out) and vav plus piel 
ptc. of ,,;, (curse). The more usual construction 
would be ,~,'21 Ni:ir~ M:I?; with two in£ absolutes; 
e.g. f Samuel vi., 12; 2 Samuel iii. r6; see DS I 19, 
WL 101, GK I r3s, Dr 56. 

Verse 6. ,,,c,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ piel 
of ,;,c (stone); the dagesh fails in yod-with-sheva, as 
usual, DG 33, WL 20 and go (note 3). 

c::i,~:::,,M:::,,, with the article, as normally thus in 
Hebrew. They were not any indefinite stones, but 
the particular definite stones which he did throw, 
GK 126q-t, DS 26. 

1'N0?l'ic1 i,r,c,c, prep. 7lfl plus rl;l: (right) plus 3 m. s. 
suff., followed by va~ (and) plus prep. 7t;> plus ~Nbqi 
(left) plus 3 m. s. suff.; in English idiom, 'right and 
left\ unless he• threw with both hands (ICC 348). 
In the first word the nun of the prep. 70 has assimi
lated to the following yod, then the dagesh has 
failed in yod-with-sheva, and finally the yod-with-sheva 
plus the short chireq has become a long chireq, DG 52' 
(top), WL 43. 

Verse 7. ,;;;,::,,, prep. heth plus inf. cstr. piel plus 
3 m. s. suff., lit. 'in his cursing', but see EVV. The 
pieI-dagesh fails in lamedh-with-sheva, DG 3ef, WL 20. 

N:!r, 2 m. s. imperat. qal of Nlr, (go out, come 
out), one of six pe:1od verbs like :::lW~- They are: 
'When Adam knew Y,, that Eve had home ,;, a son, 
he went out Nll" of the house, went down ,,, the steps, 
went for a walk ,,n in the Garden (i.e. of Eden), 
and sat ::,,rzri under the apple-tree.' ' 

c,c,. The plural of c:r is ,used of shed blood. · 

The article in this and t}ie following construct phrase 
is for the vocative, GK 126e, DS 27. 
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;lrl,::i. A compound of ,~~ (noun 'wearing
out' used as negative) and ,,~ (worth, use, profit), 

and meaning 'worthlessness'; the whole phrase is 
a term of virulent abuse. 

Verse 8. ::i,u,n, 3 m. s. pf. hiph. 9f ::i:iiz; (return), 
and so transitive, the qal being intransitive. A normal 
ayip-vav form. 

,,,:r, prep. ,:r plus 2 m. s. su,ff., · looking like 
a plural form, DG 70, WL 64f. 

iiz;H, Remember always that. this is a relative and 
not a pronoun. In cases where it can be translated 
'who', the subject must be understood as included 
in the verb, and not in the relative. 

ir,nr,. The Qere has the normal form ,,~r;tl:I. 

The grammars say that this is a plural form, and 
similarly for suffixes of ,,nH (after) ; but this is not 
the case. 1 They are actually duals, the reference being 
to a man's two feet and two buttocks. The Kethib 
here is :probably ir.lr;tl:I, a singular form. ' 

11'1,,, strong-vav . plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of lnl 
(give). This verb is one of the very few really irregular 
verb~ in Hebrew, and must be learned separately, 
DG 213, WL 255. • 

1:::i. Pausal form with tone retracted, and there.;. 
fore no need to change the vocal sheva under the heth 
into chireq before another vocal sheva (3rd declension). 
The normal form of 7:il. with 2 m. s. suff. is i?::\1, 
DG 153, WL 186. 

,~n, vav plus nri, plus 2 m. s. suff. The suffix 
is always ladded, except for the 3 m. s., which is properly 
zt:in mi,, though suffix forms are found, DG 142 

(note), WL 110f, GK 100s, 147b. 
111:ri::i, heth plus 2, m. s. suff. of sing. of n,,, but 
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-· with tone retracted in pause under zaqeph qaton (little 
zaqeph). Notice the firm qamets under resh, whicp. is 
compensation, because the root is double-'!)'in, and the 
actual ayin cannot be doubled. 

1'11;1~, pausal form with tone retracted and patha,ch 
lengthened into qamets, WL I I 7; c£ DG 40. The 
emphasis is thus on both 'a :r,nan of blood', because it 
comes first, and on the pronoun, ·because of the pause. 
In English we obtain the required emphasis by saying 
the whole phrase deliberately. · 

Verse 9. nc!:i {why?), composed of prep. lamedh 
'--plus interrog. nc (what?). Generally the form is 

n9~ before gutturals aleph (including the Sacred 

Name), he and ayin, but otherwise l"nti~, and always 
before cheth. For the seven exceptions, with four 
anomalous cases, GK 1021, BDB 554a. 

;~m, 3 m. s. impf. piel of !:!!:Ip (be light), but 
piel and pual of this root mean 'curse', since it must 
be done thoroughly if it is done at all. Translate 
'why should ... curse ... ' 

r,cn, article plus act. ptc. gal of r,:ic (die). 
m:::llTM, 1 s. cohortative qal of .,:::llT {doss over), 

followed by particle of entreaty. . 
r,-,,c,Ni, weak-va( plus I sing. cohortative hiphil 

of -,~c,. The qal is intransitive and means 'turn 
aside', whilst the hiphil is transitive as here, and is 
the common word for 'remove, take away'. The 
weak vav plus cohortative often equals the Greek 
iva, DS 199. 

Verse 10. c:i,, ,!:,-nc, 'What have I to do with 
ye?' lit. 'what to me and to ye'. Of. John ii. 4, 
Ti eµo\ xai croi. 



,=i . . . ,::). The Kethib is ,:;,1 . . . ,~, but the 

Qere is ,:;;, • . . Ml!. ~The Kethib is to be translated, 

'If he curseth, and if the Lord hath said to him, 
"Curse David," then who shall say . . . ?' The Qere 
(which makes l>etter sense) is: 'So let him curse, for 
the Lord hath said ... and who shall say ... ?' For 
conditional sentences, see WL 205, DS I 75-g, especially 
§ I 30 (a) and ( with ,::) instead of CM in the protas"is), 
1 78 Rem. 1; also GK 159, especially I 59r and bb. 
The Greek Versions (LXX and Lucian) both have 
1<0:1 aq,ETE CXV'!OV, whence Klostermann, Smend, 
Budde, and ICC prefer ,, ~Miv (leave him), and 

then they follow (partly), LXX, 1<0:l ov-rws (Qere) 
1<a:-ra:p6:crew &r1 (Qere), reading ,~ ,~~,1 (and let 

him curse, because ... ) . 
-,oN,, 3 m. s. impf. qal of -,oN (say), without tone 

retracted ( note the pathach). 
nnizrli: 2 m. s. pf. qal of mtt:ir (do), with final vowel 

written full with he. This particular form occurs five 
times. 

Verse I i. ,~:i., 1 s. suff. t'o sing. of 1~ (son), 
DG I 53, WL I 86. It is a third declension form, 
of which the first syllable cannot be touched because 
it is not there. 

,~0, prep. 7,;i plus 1 s. suff. to the plural c,,;';i 

(inward parts, intestines, bowels). The sing. (pre
sumably Mfi:;>) is not found, nor is the plural absolute, 
but only the plural in construct and with suffixes. 

ivp:ic, m. s. ptc. piel mp~ (seek); only th~ in
tensive forms are found, since every search is intensive 
in its degree. 

"?ZiEl~, I s. suff. to sing. WF,J~ (here 'life'). This 
word should never be translated 'soul' in the O.T., 
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except in our sense of individual. The normal sense 
of 'soul' is Greek, and not Hebrew. 

qtt, at its strongest, is a strong asservative, as 
here, especially when it is strengthened by ,:i . into 
'how much more'. At its weakest, qtt means 'yes, 

and', as against 1N, 'yes, but'. 
,!l,0,i-7::i, 'the Benjamite', i.e. this particular 

Benjamite, so the insertion by EVV of 'this' is sound 
for the English idiom. The phrase is regarded as 
a true construct, and therefore the article is added to 
the second member, WL 61. The dagesh has failed 
in ?od-with-sheva, and the final syllable is normal for 
Gentilic names, DG 56. · 

,~n, 2 m. pl. imperat. hiph. of, r:rt!I (rest). 
There are two hiphil forms of this verb: (A), the 
normal ayin-vav form lj'l,m (impf. I'),~;) with the 
true hiphil meaning 'to cause to rest' ( of persons) ; 
(B) the form lj'l~;:t (impf. lj'I~~), meaning 'to deposit, 
let lie' (of things) and 'leave, let alone' (o:fpersons). 

,,,,.,,, weak-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ (jussive) piel 
of ;;p (curse). The dagesh has failed in yod-with
sheva and the short-chireq with sheva has lengthened 
into long-chireq, 'and let him curse'. 

Verse 12. n~~' 3 m. s. impf. qal of MNi (see), 
'(perhaps the Lord) may look upon (see fol19wing 
beth)'. / 

,!liY::i. The Kethib is ,~W:t, 'upon my iniquity', 

which is said (Dr 319, ICC 349) to mean 'upon the 
iniquity done to me', though it is recognized that 
this meaning is contrary to analogy. It is better to 
translate . 'my punishment', e.g. Genesis iv. 13, or 
'my suffering' (guilty or not guilty), the idea being 
that God will regard this additional punishment as 
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'satisfaction' and' that it will be 'accepted' ( cf. Isaiah 
xl. 2). LXX, Syr., and V presuppose ,~1'~ (on 
my affliction), which many prefer. The Qere is,~,~~ 
(upon my eye), which the Rabbis interpreted to mean 
'upon my tears'; cf. AV margin. 

:i,,zun,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. pf. hiph. of :i,rzi 
(return), the hiphil being the transitive form as 
against the intransitive qal. 

n:iim, 'benefit, good things'. This fem. form 1s 

much more common 'in this sense than the masc. 
ih!,!,1,, 3 m. s. suff. to sing. ~~i'= (his curse). 

This is the better reading, though some printed texts 
have Kethib, ,~?P. (his cursing me) and the other 
as Qere. 

Verse 13. ,,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal 
of -pn (go), with tone retracted and last vowel 
shortened as often with strong-vav impf. One of six 
pe-yod verbs like :I~. 

,,rzi.:itn, vav plus 3 m. s. suff. to c,~;~, plural of 

uf!N (man), DG 153, WL 185. ,,,::i, prep. heth plus article plus r.;,;r in pause 
with athnach. The word is the most general word for 
'road' (Lat., iter), though it particularly refers to 
a well-known route (cf. iter), especially a caravan 
route, e.g. 'the way of the Philistines', Exodus xiii. 17. 
~QI? is a raised highway (Lat., via), a Class-A road, 
as against n::,k, which is 'path' (Lat., semita), perhaps 
at its best a Class C road. n;.,i:,;i is , also a raised road, 
but is chiefly poetical, and with a general significance, 
though perhaps a Class Broad. 

":ir:i, prep. beth plus a cstr. s. form of ll'~i {rib, 
and so 'side' generally, the root meaning 'curved'). 
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The abs. sing is as if 1st declension, but other sing. 
forms are segholate forms, the construct being y;j 
(as here uniquely) or Y)f The plural is once with 
-im and masculine ( and so apparently Exodus xxvi. 34), 
but otherwise in -oth and feminine. Some of these 
'plural' forms are probably duals. 

ir,cY,. The word rn;i'{. is a noun . signifying juxta

position, and in every case, except the late Ecclesiastes 
v. 15, is found with the prep. lamedh and with suffix 
(once sing. cstr., Ecclesiastes, v. 15 and once pl. cstr., 
Ezekiel xiv. 7). The meaning is not 'over against' as 
in EW, but 'side by side with .. .', 'parallel to .. .' 

,pc,, ,;p,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. piel 
(twice), one of ;;,, (curse) and the other of , 1,c 
(cast stones). The normal construction would have 
been ll'v ... ;i;.n, followed by two inf. absolutes, 
,~_c, '~P-1, and so most scholars read; cf. another 
variation from the normal construction in verse 5. 
Possibly it is better to omit ,,,n, as Syriac does, and 
let the other tenses stand. 

C'~::l.N~, again with beth and the article, as in 
verse 6. 

ir,cy; (second) is awkward, and is best omitted, 
though it is evident that LXX read sorpe word here. 
LXX (cod. B), EK TrAcxyioov oo'.rrov, and Lucian and 
Syriac, rn' &vr6v. 

-,~~1- Presumably this is strong-vav plus 3 m. s. 
pf. piel of denominative -,!)y (to make dust) from 
noun -,i>t {dust), which is here used as a cognate 

accusative. Many would follow the previous alterations 
by reading inf. abs. piel here, -,;,1. Translate the 

text: 'and he kept on throwing dust'. 
18. 



iml.':::i, here also the prep. beth plus the article, as 
before. 

Verse 1·4. M~,,. strong-vav plus 3 m. s; imp£ qal of 
Mi:ll. (come). 

i11M, prep. 118 (with) plus 3 m. s. suff. It is 
necessary carefully · to distinguish between this word 
and (·11~) 118, which is the sign of the accusative, 
plus suffix. Similarly for both words with other 
suffixes, DG 75 and 142, WL 49. The prep. comes 
from an original r,,~~, and therefore always has J:!l'.t 

with suffixes, the nun having coalesced. 
c,m,l.', m. p. of adjective J:I~'! (weary). A place-

name is missing here, and some such reference is 
certainly required. Lucian inserts mxpa: TOV 'lop66:V'!lv 
(beyond Jordan), which may be an intelligent gloss. 
Klost~rmann suggested an original '~F;Jf,V ( as far 
as Ophni), Joshua xviii. 24; ICC suggests 11ii;i:v 

i~?l$);j (the fords of the wilderness; cf. xv. 28, xvii. 16), 

but, in view of Lucian's reading, we suggest 11ii::µr 

r;-;,~ri (the fords of the Jordan), which is an alternative 

name. 

tZfm:,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. niph. of tZiml, 
denominative verb from J:ri~~. meaning 'refresh' in 
Syriac. Translate 'and he refreshed himself there'. 
The verb occurs only here and Exodus xxiii. 13 (E), 
xxxi. 1 7 (:PJ. The tone is retracted, and final tsere 
reduced to seghol. · 

Verse 15. The point of inte;est changes, and the 
vav-consecutive sequence breaks down. 

~M (the people). The word is superfluous and 
creates difficulty. It is best omitted as an accidental 
repetition from the previous verse. It is not in LXX. 
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In this story~; (all the people) are with David, 
and ;~~ rzf'!ir,~ ( every man of Israel) with 

· Absalom (Dr 319). 
Verse 16. ,;,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. apoc. impf. 

qal of M"n (to be, but more accurately 'to become'). 
'And it came to pass', whence NT Kal fyevETo. 
For apocopated forms of lamedh-he verbs, see DG 147, 
WL 144. Pronounce wqy:)f-hi. The dagesh forte of 
the strong-vav fails, as usual in yod-with-sheva (DG 
147J, WL 20), but it is better always to pronounce 
as if it is there. 

N~, 3 m. s. pf. qal, but here to be translated as 
a pluperfect, the action having taken place before 
that of the main verb. 

,,, m,-,, 'the friend of David', evidently some 
special title. The cstr. s. ending in seghol ~j is 
strange, since this form is the abs. s. It is never'theless 
a sound reading always in this phrase, and is ex
pressly mentioned by the Masorah. The normal 
cstr. s. of a masc. lamedh-he noun ends in tsere, GK 93[[, 
DG 148, WL 189. ,,en ,IT', 'Long live the king', lit'. 'let the king 
live'. The phrase is repeated in the Hebrew, but not 
in LXX. ,r:r: is 3 m. s. apoc. impf. (jussive) qal of 
r,,n (live); see DG 147!, WL 145 (and note). 

Verse 17; 1-rcn, 2 m. s. suff. plus sing. "i9!_'.f. This 
word is usually translated 'loving-kindness, mercy', 
but it is essentially a covenant word, and here means 
'loyalty'. See Exp. Times, July, 194i, p. 395. 

nx. It is best to regard this as the sign of the 
'accusative', · 1;-, being in loose subordination to 
what precedes. 

1;-,, 2 m. s. suff. plus sing. of .11, (friend), which 
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is a shortened and more usual form of n;i (previous 
\ . 

verse). This form varies between ;.v,i and ;i~j, 

short for ;,~, (2 Samuel xii. I 1), where the original 
yod {for he) is preserved. The first part of Absalom's 
remark to Hushai can · be taken either as a question 
(so most), 'Is this your loyalty ... ?' or as a caustic 
comment, 'So this is .. .' 

Verse 18. M,, 'No'. There is a complete break 
after this word, indicated by zaqeph-gadhol (big zaqeph). 

M,, (second) Kethib, but the Qere and the Versions 
have ;, (to him). The confusion is probably due 
to an attempt to avoid the suggestion that God could 
ever choose any other than the true Davidic king. 
Traµslate· 'his will I be, and with. him will I stay'. 
Compare Herod's speech to Octavian at Rhodes, 
Josephus, Antiq., xv, 187-93. 

:itziM, 1 s. impf. -qal of :::iw, (dwell, sit, stay). One 
of the six special pe-yod verbs. 

Verse 19, r,,:irzin,, vav plus article plus ordinal, 
'and secondly', lit. 'and the second (thing) is ... ' 

,rb, prep. lamedh plus interrog. 'who?' The verb 
i:::iy sometimes takes a direct, and sometimes an 
indirect object. 

,r,,:::iy. Perhaps this should be ,r,~y (stand); 
cf. Elijah in I Kings xviii. 15, etc., 'before whom 
I stand' (Ehrlich). ,;iE)!, is certainly curious with 
the verb i:::iy. , 

,,:::iM, 2 m. s. suff. plus sing. !:lM (father), DG 153, 
WL 185. 

n,nM, 1 s. · impf. qal of n,n (to be). The first 
syllable is open. 

Verse 20. i::in, 2 m. p. imperat. qal of :in, (give). 
This verb is the ordinary Aramaic and Syriac 
equivalent of the Hebrew 7N, but is found in 
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Hebrew only in the imperat. gal. The qamets is 
anomalous, since the normal pe-yod form would 
be ~:u:,. This lengthening of the chateph-pathach is 

a feature of this curiously surviving imperative, 
GK 690, BDB 396b. The following c~, is i'diomatic, 
Deuteronomy i. 13; Joshua xviii. 4; Judges xx. 7 
(GK 119s). It is doubtful whether ICC is right in 
saying that Absalom is addressing the whole circle 
of counsellors. 

niz7Y:l, 1 pl. impf. gal of niz7Y (do), pc-guttural and 
lamedh-he verb. 

Verse 21. Ni~, 2 m. s. imperat. gal Ni:il. (come, 
but here 'enter, go in'). 

,w,;:i!,t,, cstr. pl. of zu;~~, sometimes written with 

yod in first syllable, since the chireq is unchangeable, 
and is long. It is probably a Greek word; _introduced 
into Asia by Phoenician merchants. The word 
originally is connected with the name of the goddess 
Pallas, and meant :virgin-priestess', but came to mean 
a captive or bought slave (TrCXAAcxt<fi), as distinguished 
from a lawful wife, whence the form TrCXAAcxt<{S means 
a concubine, mistress, again as opposed to the lawful 
wife; cf. Lat. pellex. 

r,-,:in, 3 m. s. pf. hiph. (second form) of m:i (rest). 

This is a true perfect '(whom) he has left .. .'. See 
verse 11. 

,,om,, lamedh (purpose) plus inf. cstr. gal of it:iai 
(keep, guard). The first syllable is closed, DG 77 
(§ 2, ii), WL 100. 

r,,~n, article plus J'I~~ (house), with pathach leng-

thened to qamets is pause with athnach, DG 153, WL I 86. 
Yt:i'aii, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. pf. gal, 'and (all 

Israel) will hear'. 
n'aiN~, 2 m. s. pf. niph. of m~; (to stink), '(that) 
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thou hast made thyself odious (with) .. .', but LXX 
has KCX'T~O)(vvas TOV ,rcrrepa O'OV, whence many 
would read .r;,fth;liJ, 2 m. s. pf. hiph. of tZii~ (to be 
ashamed), i.e. 'that thou hast put (thy father) to 
shame .. ~:· 

,pm,, strong-vav plus 3 p. pf. qal of I'™ (to be 
strong). · 

,,,, cstr. dual of ~ (hand). Note that the dual 
c~~ is used of hands in pairs, but the plural r,i~ 
of hands that are not pairs. 

1MN, prep. r,~ (with) plus 2 m. s. suff .. pausal 
form for the normal ';?;ll!t, DG 142, WL 49. The 
m. pausal form is similar to the normal fem. 

Verse 22. m,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. hiph. 
of m.o:i (stretch out, incline), pe-nun and lamedh-he 
verb. Here used of pitching a tent. 

,nNM, article plus ,pk (tent), the bridal tent of 

the Semites, n,~. 
:lli, article plus ~ (roof). The plural IS J"lilll:1, 

since the word is a double assimilation of lil~~, 
a reduplicated form from ill (garden), i.e. a roof 

· garden, originally a covered garden. Similarly pathach 
with doubled gimel for sing. suffixes. 

,:,,y;, prep. lamedh plus cstr. dual of r,.v (eye), 'in 

the sight qf'. 

Verse 23. _ J"l:ill''I, vav plus cstr. s. of MJ~ (counsel), 
from root fY,. 

c,0,~, prep; beth plus article plus pl. of c'f, (day), 
DG 153, WL 186. 

MQMM, article plus demonstrative adjective m. pl. 
Note the qamets contrary to rule, DG 47, WL 36. 
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i12fM:,, 'as if, as when', the in turns the prep. 
into a conjunction. 

,xzu,, 3 m. s. impf. qal of ;~ (ask); understand 
either zu,~ as the Qere), 'as if a man were to ask .. .', 
or ;~, 'as if the asker were to ask .. .'. Usually 
this verb, though it can take a direct object, has prep. 
lamedh for person and prep. 'beth for instrument. 

CHAPTER XVII 

Verse '.I. mn:iM, 1 s. cohort. qal of ,n:i (chose). 
In the best texts this word has the accent munach, and 
there is no maqqeph. After the particle of entreaty 
(M~), insfrt ,?, after LXX. This 'dative of ad-

vantage' is idiomatic with this verb, GK I 1gs. 'Let 
me, I pray, choose me ... '. 

iiz7ll' c,~m=, 'twelve'. All the masculine cardinals 
from 12 to 19 are formed of the number 10 in the 
masc. abs. izvf preceded by the feminine absolute 

. of the second digit, except for I 2, where it is the 
masculine mixed form c,;.ri; (the true masc. cstr. 

,~~ being found six times only). The corresponding 
feminine cardinals have the fem. form mtv:rr, for the 
first digit plus the masc. cstr. form for the second, 
except again for 12, when it is the fem. Inixed form 
c,t:,tp' ( the true fem. cstr. ,r:,rp being found four 

times only, three of them in Ezekiel), GK 97d. Lucian 
reads 10,000 here, but that cannot be the original 
Hebrew reading, since the Hebrew for 10,000 is 
n~:,, and not q~~ ,~,y. · 

MZ:),px,, weak-vav plus I s. cohortative (with 
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toneless he, as always for ayin-vav and double-'!}'in 
verbs) qal of c,p (rise up). This and the following 
weak-vav-plus-cohortative are both equal to the Greek 
tva. 

,,nM, prep. 'after'; It is a dual form, and not 
plural. 

i,;,;n, article plus ~;S (night), with pathach 
lengthened to qamets in pause with silluq at the end 
of the verse. Idiomatic 'the night' ( cf. North-Country 
idiom) for 'to-night'. 

Verse 2. 2iti:nic,, weak-vav plus I s. impf. (equal 
cohortative for lamedh-al,peh verb) of M7:!!. (come), 
'that I may arise and pursue . . . (2) and come 
upon ... ' 

• • • 17,:r, Mini, lit. 'and he weary and weak of 
hands', and idiomatic circumstantial clause (GK 
141e, DT 201, DS 185-g) iri the best Hebrew style. 
In English, 'whilst he is weary ... ' 

n~,, cstr. s. masc. of adj. n~? (weak, slack). 
Note that m. abs. s. is n~i; m. cstr. s. is nt;,-:1; f. 

abs. s. is n~:;,. 
,ni,nm, strong-vav plus I s. pf. hiph. of ,in 

(to be terrified). The writer has slipped at last into 
the vav-consecutive narrative tense. Note that the 
tone is thrown forward on to the last syllable, DG 86, 
WL 90 (note, but it is true of the I sing. also). Note 
that the effect of moving the tone further away from 
the guttural:-with-chateph is to change the 'baby-e' tci 
a 'baby-a'' the normal I s. pf. hiph. being ,r:i-fioo. 
Actually the change is made whether the tone 1s 

thrown forward or not, Dr 126. 

Cli, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. pf. qal of C~l (flee). 
,r,,:::im, strong-vav plus I s. pf. hiph. of M:il 
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(smite). Note the tsere to avoid three -i's, DG 229 

(note), WL 143, though this rule is not always followed. 
~,, prep. lamedh plus noun ~ ( double-ayin 

root, and so with dagesh in daleth for suffixes) plus 
3 m. s. suff. The form "01;, is used almost always 
with suffixes to mean 'by himself', etc., lit. 'by his 
lonesome'. 

Verse 3. ~,IZ1Jin, weak-vav plus I s. cohortative 
qal (with toneless, he, ayin-vav verb) of :mu (return), 
here transitive and therefore hiphil. 'And so I would 
bring back . ; .' 

T'N, prep. ,~ (to) plus 2 m. s. suff., looking like 

a plural, DG 70, WL 64f 
. ; . :l:n:zf::,. The rest of the verse is unintelligible. 

The EVV ignore the break which the Masoretes made 
at ,::,n (zaqeph-qaton), but even then do not a~hieve 
intelligibility. The Hebrew is 'when all return {the 
commentators usually translate "as the return of the 
whole"), the man whom thou art seeking, all the 
people shall be at peace', which might be intelligible 
if something were added to the middle clause, though 
even then the Hebrew would be somewhat -abrupt. 
But LXX shows that the copyist probably omitted 
three words with a slight subsequent rearrangement 
to make sense (Dr 320~. Read ( or 'lfl'J) my,~~ n~~,:i :lV~ 

. . . Clfv~:.'! ??i~::t!? nl;IM ,O~ tzi,!!C IU.,} pj ' ( and I 
will bring back all the people to thee) as a bride 
returns to her husband: thou seekest but the life of 
one man'. 

::,,irv::,, prep. kaph {'as' or 'when') plus inf. cstr. 
qal of :l~IU (return). 

zu;,::,,0, m. s. ptc. piel of rup:. (seek), piel and pual 
only found. 



Verse 4. ,u;,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
,u;, (to be smooth, straight, right), normal pe-yod 
form. 'And (the word) was sound .. .' 

,~,.v~,, vav (shureq before beth, DG 53, WL 44) plus 
prep. ?eth plus cstr. pl. (dual) of j~.lr (eye). 

'~PT, cstr. pl. of ji27 (beard, old man), 'elders of'. 

Verse 5. x:,17, 2 m. s. imperat. qal of x,;, I (call, 
read aloud), but the ancient Versions read the plural 
~M':'11?, which is better. 

nl1tlai~,, weak-vav plus I pl. cohort. qal of l1tl1ZT 
(hear), equal to ivo:. 

i,£1~, prep. beth plus I s. suff. to sing. n~ (mouth), 

DG 153, WL 186. 
x,n·c,. The personal pronoun reinforces the 

suffix with emphasis, , and this is doubled by the 
insertion of~ (also), GK 135/and h, DS 1. 

Verse 6. il:iM~, prep. lamedh ·plus in£ cstr. qal of 
i1:1M (say), in English idiom 'to wit', usually trans
·Iated 'saying', probably because of the Greek :Myoov,, 
AfyoVTES, etc. The chateph-seghol under the guttural 
has been swallowed up in the tsere under the lamedh, 
DG 51, WL 44 (note). 

,~,, 3 m. s. pf. piel of ,~, (say), a true. perfect, 
'has (just) said'. The seghol is found in the 3 m. s. 
piel of three verbs only, i~':j (speak), iF;J!~ (atone), 

c~~ (wash clothes), GK 531 . 
• • • CM . • • n, normal construction for alternative 

question, GK 150h, PS 167f For pointing of the 
interrogative he: before gutturals-with-qamets the vowel 
is seghol, before consonants with sheva and all other 
gutturals it is pathach, otherwise it is chateph-pathach, 
DG 167, WL 28f 



Mittll'.:i, 1 pl. impf. qal of Mittl7 (do), pe-guttural and 
lamedh-ke verb. 

7'M, properly a noun meaning 'nothing', generally 
in cstr. 7,N, unless it is disconnected with what 
follows, as here. For disconnection, it is enough to 
be able to put a comma after it in English. As the 
accents in the text stand, the verse is to be translated 
as EVV, 'Shall we do his word? If not, thou speak', 
in which case CM is not part of an alternative question, 
but the hypothetical conjunction. If the atlinach is 
moved from ,,:i., to r,M , then we have the break 
at 7,M , and can translate an alternative question, 
'Shall we do his word or not? Thou speak.' 

,:i.,, 2 m. s. imperat. piel of ,:i., (speak). 
Verse 7. Cll'l)::1, prep. heth plus article plus C»-"li (beat,· 

footbeat, etc., and so 'occurrence' as here). 
Verse 8. ,,0,, vav (shureq before mem, DG 53, WL 44) · 

plus cstr. pl. of io · (bitter), the firm qamets because 
the root is double-ajin, and the resh cannot be doubled. 

::i,:i, wep. kaph (like) plus ::1':'I (bear), the masculine 
· form being used of either sex. The root is double
ayin, so that the pl. is c,~zr. 

,,~tz.,, passive adjective 'bereaved', here cstr. sing. 
~. prep. heth plus article plus MW, which is 

the open country, uncultivated, but not wilderness. 
LXX adds Kai oos 0s Tpaxsta ev T~ 1re6ici:>, 'and like a 
savage (wild-) sow in the plain'. 

T::1Mi, vav plus 2 m. s. su:ff. to sing. ::ii:t (father), DG 
153, WL 185. 

'r"', 3 m. s. impf. qal of 1,~ (spend the night). 
The form F' is presupposed only by the in£ cstr. 
qal 7~; which occurs six times as against 7,~ once. 

All other forms are ayin-:,od. Translate 'for he will not 
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spend the night with (prep. J'IM) the people'. It is 
better to takf the verb as a hiphil, 'for he will not 
let the people rest', MM being now the sign of the 
direct definite object. This makes more sense, since 
the point is not that David himself will hide away 
froin the rest, but that none of them will be asleep 
and they will be ready, from an ambush, to cause 
some initial slaughter among Absalom's men. 

Verse 9. H:lm, m. s. ptc. niph. of M:lM (hide), not 
the 3 m. s. p£ niph. 'Behold now (i.e. at this 
present moment) he is in hiding (lit. "is in a state 
of having hidden himself").' · 

nnN:l, prep. betk plus fem. cstr. of cardinal numeral 
'one', though, since J'l!JEil is masc., we would expect 
them. cstr. 'it:IN, which indeed some read here. 

,nM:::i., prep. betk plus masc. cstr. of numeral 'one'. 
Some 40 MSS. read the fem. form, n1:1tt:;i; indeed, 
ci1,~ (place) is occasionally fem., probably under 
the influence of its plural in -otk. 

r,,m, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. p£ qal, 'and it will 
come to pass'. 

,,,~, prep. kaph (when) plus inf. cstr. qal of 
;,,, (fall). The normal construction is of the inf. 
cstr. with prep. and suffix, but here there is no suffix, 
the use being semi-impersonal, 'when there is a 
falling .. .' Note that the first syllable is open, and 
not closed, as with prep. lamedk, DG 77, WL 100, 

and especially GK p. 348 (note). There are two 
classes of pe-nun verbs: I, those like TU.:ll, which assimilate 
the nun in the imperat. and in£ cstr. qal and have 
the vowel patkach, and II. those like ,m,, which keep 
the nun in the imperat: and in£ cstr. and also keep the 
o-vowel. The inf. cstr. qal and imperat. follow the 
impf. as usual. A general rule which will cover all 
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cases the beginner is likely to meet is that verbs 
like ,!l:i II have a dental as the second radical, but 
'lJ111:l (bite) and przi:i (kiss) vary. 

cn!l, prep. beth pl~s article (here qamets, DG 47, 
WL 36) plus demonstr. pronoun. It is better to read 
en, (among the people), following Lucian. Note 

that Q'1' with article becomes Cfi;I, DG 45f, WL 27. 
n,nn!l, prep. beth plus article plus n~r,r;, (beginning). 
i,,m, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. pf. qal followed by 

act. qal ptc. with article: '(and it will come to 
pass ... ) that whosoever hears will say ... (lit. "the 
hearer will hear and will say")'. The article refers 
to the .particular man who is thought of as hearing 
and saying, WL 27 (§ 2c), GK I 269. For the idiomatic 
cognate subject, see GK 14¥· 

nrrin, 3 f. s. pf. gal of i,,n, a true perfect: 
'(a slaughter) has taken place .. .' 

Verse 10. Nim, 'and he', presumably the man
who-hears-and-says, but Lucian apparently read 
i,,m ( and it shall be), which is better, because the 
~07~ (hero, brave man, lit. 'son of might') would 
not be likely to be disturbed by initial casualties. 

7;, cstr. sing. of 7:;;i, (son), commonly used to 
denote one member of a group, type, whether animate 
or inanimate, GK 128v. 

i!l,, 3 m. s. suff. to sing. !l; (heart). This noun 
has two forms, !l;; and !l~, the latter being a 

double-ayin form and therefore having the form b? 
and other ·suffixes accordingly. 

n,iNn, article (again the definite animal of which 
the writer is thinking, WL 27, GK 126q) plus ~?tc 
(lion). This form is found in the sing. only, the 
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plural J'!Tl1~ ( 17 times as against c,:,-,i., once) 
being formed from ,-,~, a distinct noun from l"fl.'."\8-

This latter is found in Syriac, but the former in 
Assyrian and Ethiopic. 

The interpolation of a relative clause in this 
manner is not common in Hebrew, the general pro
cedµre being to insert a short circumstantial clause, 
e.g. 'and his heart is like the heart of a lion'. The 
result of the intrusion of the relative clause is that 
the . verb cb, Ct:ll'i is removed unnaturally from its 
subject, which is {presumably) 'the hero'. 

c0n, niphal inf. abs. strengthening the following 
C0\ which is 3 m. s. impf. niph. (pathach lengthened 
to qamets in pause) of the same root CCIQ ,(melt). 
The niphal is used regularly, the only exceptions 
being the qal in Isaiah x. I 8 and the hiphil in 
Deuteronomy i. 28. Translate 'will utterly melt away', 
i.e. dissolve in fear .. For the use of the inf. abs. to 
strengthen the verb, DG 77J, and (more fully) 
WL IOI. Double-(!Jlin verbs must always have one 
consonant (radical) doubled, either the first or the 
second. In the perfect it is always the second, and 
in the imperf. both forms are found, the normal 
Hebrew with the second doubled, and the Aramaizing 
form with the first doubled. In the niph. impf. there 

· is no choice, since the first consonant is doubled in 
any case. It is helpful, therefore, to think of the 
3 sing. forms (for convenience) as ~Cl :llO; ::ir;;,i:, :.,.c.,n, 
::ib~ and :ic~, ~0:, ~!;)~ and :ir;i~, ~c:ri and !llil~- Stative 
double-ayin verbs have two forms in the impf. qal, 
~it~ and 'IZl:-

V erse I I. ,:, must mean 'for', and can scarcely 
here · mean 'but', as EVV. Ehrlich suggested ,.:;,;11 
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('now I', to express emphasis), which is very good. 
,n:irll'\ 1 s. pf. qal of 7;, { advise, counsel). A most 

vivid use of the perfect, 'of the immediate past' 
(DT 10), but it is even more immediate than that. 
According to ICC 351, it indicates that Hushai has 
thought it all out, and has come to a considered 
opinion, DG 155, § I, 1a (1), 

qcxn, inf. abs. niph. of qcN (gather), strengthening 
the following q~tt;., 3 m. s. impf. niph., 'let there be 

fully gathered'. 
:i,,, prep. lamedh (with qamets in the pretone, 

DG 53, WL 45) plus :ii (multitude, abundance). 
T~~,, vav (shureq before pe, DG 53, WL 44) plus 

2 m. s. suff. of the plural c,.:,~~ (faces), here 'thy 
presence, a phrase used almost exclusively of God 
for reasons of reverence. 

c,~!,n, m. pl. of,p,n act. ptc. qal of 1,n (go). 

:iip:i~. prep. beth plus article (dagesh failing in 
qoph-with-sheva, DG 3ef, WL 20) plus :i-,,7 (battle), 
an Aramaic word and late. It is better to read 
c;-;,;?~ ('in their Inidst', noun :tj~) with the Versions. 

Verse 12. mt:ii, strong-vav (shureq before beth, DG 
53, WL 44) plus I p. pf. qal of Ni:!!. ('and then we 
will come'). · 

N:i0~, 3 m. s. pf. niph. of NX0 (find), here equal 
to future perfect, 'where he shall have been found', 
DG 155, § I, 1a (4), GK 1060. \ 

,~m,, strong-vav plus 1 pl. p£ qal of tf-1~ (settle, e.g. 

like the dew). This is better than taking it to be 
vav plus rn-7:, a parallel form ( cf. Arabic) of the 
pronoun ,~mN (we), translating 'and we (shall be) 
upon him'. Perles follows LXX ,rapeµ~aAovµev ( and 
we shall camp), reading n;rm, weak-vav (which is 
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bad here) plus I pl. impf. qal of mn {encamp). 
,11,, 3 m. s. impf. qal of ,m~ (fall), pe-nun verb 

class II, keeping nun in iril.perat. and inf. cstr. and 
retaining the -o vowel. 

m:i,Nn, pl'operly 119,~, is the tilled earth, as against 
~11.?, the desert, and n~, the open, untitled land. 

-,t,t, 1 p. impf. (jussive) hiph. of -,ff! (leave). 
The jussive is -here used instead of the cohortative 
after the negative, GK 109d, DT 50. The normal 
1 p. impf. hiph. is .,,J'.li:; the jussive would be ir.,i:, 
and with tone retracted ir.ii:, as here, the tsere 
becoming pathach instead of seghol presumably because 
of the resh. But there is no reason why the form 
should not be regarded as 3 m. s. pf. hiph., 'and there 
shall not be left', thus avoiding all anomalies. 

Verse 13. CM'I, conditional sentence,' 'but if c~7 
. . .', with the apodosis beginning at '12flft,n'f, p£ with 
strong-vav, 'then ( all Israel) shall carry .. .', WL 205, 
DS 177, DT 136, GK 1590. 

-,,y-,M, '.to a city', -immediately following CM1 for 
emphasis. 

qcN'I, 3 m. s. impf. niph. of !:)CM (gather), here 
'(but if to a city) he shall withdraw himself•; 

'12flft,ni, strong-vav plus 3 p. p£ hiph. of Ntz7: 
(lift up, carry, and in hiph. 'bring') .. Many doubt 
this use of the hiphil, which is rare, and, following 
LXX, xal AT)µ\j)E'Tat, read x,~11 (3 p. p£ hiph. 
of Mi:.i.), 'and they shall bring'. Plural verb with 
sing. collective subject, WL 201, DS 159. 

c,,:::i.n, pl. of ':,:;i:, (cord). 
,::::i.nc,, strong-vav plus I p. pf. qal of :::i.nc (drag). 
1l"IN, 'him', ought to be fem. l'=IJ;lk if it refers to 
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'city', which is fem., DG 56, WL 56. So Versions. 
w~, I pl. impf. (future) qal, 'until we shall not 

find'. 
,,,3r, this is from the root ,,:i: III (to be sharp, 

whence a noun in Arabic, 'a sharp-edged stone'), 
and means 'pebble'. There is another word, ,~,, 
(bag), from ,,:i: I {bind up). 

Verse 14. n:,,,m, f. s. adjective plus following 11? 
(comparative), '(is) better than .. .', DG 161, WL 31f 

mrr,,, the chateph-pathach of the aleph (perpetual Qere 
,i,~) has been taken up in the firm pathach under 
. the vav. The comment of the historian begins here, 
'and so the Lord had commanded .. .' 

rmr, 3 m. s. pf. piel of ~ ( only piel and pual 
found), here a pluperfect in that it was fore-ordained; 
'had commanded, ordained'. 

,mn,, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr~ hiph. of i"W I" 
(frustrate). 

,,:,,r.i;, prep. lamedh (only thrice and pleonastically) 
plus ,~~~, which acts' as a prep., 'in order to', 
followed by in£ cstr. 

~:;,.i,, inf. cstr. hiph. of M'i:.J. (come), here 'bring' 
in English idiom, 'in order that the Lord might bring 
evil upon Absalom'. 

Verse 15. nM"r:,i nN1:,, 'thus and thus', BDB 262, 
being prep. kaph with qamets before the demonstrative 
(only thus witli kaph and beth, WL 45, GK ~02g). 

,~~, pausal form with silluq at end of verse for ,~~, 
placed so for emphasis. 

Verse 16. m,zu, 2 m. p. imperat. qal of n,w (send). 
n:,v-z;i, properly noun meaning 'haste', but used as 

adverb. There are two very similar roots, ii,~ (to-
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morrow) And ,09 (haste), but the one with -h means 
'hurry'. 

n,~11!, weak-vav plus 2• m. p. imperat. hiph. of 
"'Z.D ('tell'). 

1~1;!, 2 m. s. impf. (jussive) qal of r, (spend the 
night, tarry), p~ with tone retracted. 'N with jussive 
is ordinary command, but lit; with impf. is strong pro
hibition, DG 83, WL 85 and 77. 

r,i:iiJT::i, prep. beth plus cstr. pl. of n;-,~ (steppe) 
from ::i,.v IV (to be arid). It is more likely that 
riii.:i»- (fords) was intended; cf. the Kethib of 
2 Samuel xv. 28. The reference is probably to 'the 
fords of Jordan', Dr 316; cf. note above on c,!),ll', 
xvi. 14. 

,m, inf. abs. qal strengthening the following 
impf. qal, which acts as emphatic imperat., 'and what 
is more (c;i,) be sure to cross over .. .' 

,.,::i,, 3 m. s. impf. pual of .v,::i (swallow up), 
an impersonal passive construction, lit. 'lest it be 
swallowed up so far as the king is concerned', the 
lamedh being 'dative of reference'. 

Verse I 7. JNiM"'J, the ,i is from an original ~7, DG 
53, § 15, 1(c), Rem., WL 44, § 2(c) . 
. c,'mll', m. p. of act. ptc. qal of "'ZCll' (stand), 'were 

waiting'. 
n::,,m, strong-vav plus 3 f. s. pf. qal of ,,n (go), 

consecutive from the participle, so that all the follow
.ing verbs are frequentative: 'and the maid used to 
go, and tell them, and they (emphatic) would go and 
tell David'. 

l"IMmDM, article because it refers to the particular 
maid who went; cf. note on xvi. 6. 

,::,, 'because'. · 
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,;~,,, 3 m. p. impf. qal of,!:>; (to be able), DG 

129, WL 138. 
n,2rri.,,, prep. lamedh plus inf. -cstr. niph. of nMi, 

'to be seen'. 
x,::i,, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of Mi:.l. (come), 

with qamets in the pretone, DG 53, WL 45, § 3(b), 1. 
n,,m, article plus ,,y ( city) plus he-locale, the toneless 

he which is a relic of the old accusative ending, DG 611, 
WL 211. 

Verse 18. x,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) 
qal of nMi (see), 'but a young man saw them .. .' 
The apoc. forms of this verp need special care, 
DG 147, WL 144. The tense sequence has changed 
to describe what happened on one particular occasion. 

,J'li, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. hiph. of -m 
('and he told'). The jussive form of the impf. hiph. 
is used, and not the impf. with -i, but the hiphil-i 
returns with suffixes. 

~,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. :P· impf. qal of ,,n 
(go), one of six pe-yod verbs like :irt.!. · 

c.,,~ru, the cardinal number 'two', c:,;f (masc.) 
plus 3 m. p. suff., 'the two of them'. 

,,,, vav plus prep. lamedk plus 3 m. s. suff., lit. 
'and to him (i.e. the man in Bachurim)', a typical 
Hebrew circumstantial clause, but in English, 'now, 
he had a well .. .' 

,,:irn:i, prep. betk plus 3 m. s. suff. plus i1p (court). 
n,,i, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal of ,,, 

(go down), one of the six special pe-yod verbs. 
Verse 19. n;,n,, strong-vav plus 3 f. s. imp£ qal of 

n;,, (take), DG 213, WL 255. 
fz1illn1, strong-vav plus 3 f. s. impf. , qal of titi!l 

(spread). 
100n, article (referring to the particular object, 
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GK 126r) plus '!IQ?;) (covering); the root is double
ayin, but the first vowel is unchangeable, i.e. cstr. s. 
is ,re,;; cf. ,~;!;) from l~ (root p:i), DG 141 § 1(h), WL 
190, GK 85f. 

,,m, cstr. pl. of c,~~ (faces). Ten MSS. have ,~ 

(cstr. s. of~. 'mouth'), and it is a ,,~ , i.e. a ·pro
posal known by the Masoretes, but not admitted as 
a Qere. C. D. Ginsburg argued that a Sebir was as 
sound as a Qere, but it actually is a reading which 
was definitely rejected by the Masoretes, even though 
often it makes better sense. 

orizum, strong-vav plus 3 f. s. impf. qal of onw 
(spread out). 
· r,im,n. The word Mf-:,, of which r,im-:, is the 

plural, is unknown. It is found only here and (with 
yod written full) in Proverbs xxvii. 22. LXX tran
scribed it, but the other Greek Versions make it 
iraA&ecxs (cakes of compressed fruit), so Lucian and 
Theod., or 1TT1crdvcxs (peeled barley), so_ Aq., Symm.; 
and also Vulgate, but the Targum has 'dates'. It is 
evidently something that can be pounded in a mortar 
(Proverbs xxvii. 22) and dried in the sun. Qimchi 
has 'bruised corn', hence RV, which is as satisfactory 
as anything. See Dr 324. 

y-,,,, 3 m. s. pf. niphal of ll',, , 'and there was 
not known a thing'. The niph. ptc. has qamets. 

Verse 20. r,r,,:in, article plus ~J (house) plus 
toneless he-locale. The sheva is open. 

:,,M, interrog. adverb,
1
length~ned from ,tc (where?). 

i0Mrii, strong-vav plus 3 f. s. impf. qal with tone 
retracted. 

,::ii::;i, cstr. s. of ,~,i;i, perhaps 'brook', but meaning 

unknown. LXX has 1.111<pov (a little). Ehrlich suggested 
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-;~ ~ (from here to); and Budde M?llt;I (hasten
ing), which has· the support of Lucian and Vulgate. 
See Dr 325. 

c,i:::ir,, article plus C:0 (water), with pathach leng-
thened to qamets in pause. 

ntm, 3 p. pf. qal of N:!Z'D (find), with tone re
tracted and in pause with zaqeph-qaton; normally 1~ • 

1::i.iu,1, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal of ::i.:rru 
(return), 'so they returned'. 

Verse 21. ,,nN, prep. 'after'; actually a cstr. dual 
form; cf. note on xvi. 8. 

cro,, in£ cstr. qal (1'1~~) of ,;ii (go) plus 3 m. p. 
suff., lit. 'after their going'; one of six verbs like ::iii:!. 

,,,.,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal of n,lT 
(go up, come up). Pe-guttural and lamedh-he verb. 

"iN::i.no, prep. lQ (from) plus article plus i8:ii,. 

· The word means a pit, or a well dug as against 
a natural spring, T.'ll-

i:,,,,, strong-vav plus - 3 m. p. impf. q al of -p:, 
(go), one of six verbs like ::i.w.:i. 

,.,~,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. hiph. of ii, 
(tell, announce to). Note -that the hiphil-i has re
turned; cf. note on verse 18. 

,i:::iip, 2 m. p. imperat. qal of c:rp (rise up). 
i,::llTi, weak-vav (copulative) plus 2 m. p. imperat. 

q al of i::llT ( cross over). 

Verse 22. cp,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal 
of c:rp (rise up). The normal impf. form is c:rp~; 
the jussive is cip;, which, with tone retracted as 

here with strong-vav, becomes cJt, w4Y-yd-11_om, DG I 31, 

§ 2b, WL 158. 



,-,::ur,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal of "'Q1P 

{cross over). A normalpe-guttural form. 
-,,ire, usually parsed as cstr. sing. of the noun -,,ic 

(light), 'until the light of ·morning', but the Targum 
evidently took it to be the cstr. inf. qal of the verb 
-,iN (be, become light), i.e. 'until the morning dawned'. 
This is less likely. 

-,p::in. The word -,~:n properly means the point 
of time when the dark turns to light, just as !l?l,f 

strictly means the point of time when the light becomes 
, darkness. The root primarily means 'divide, split' 

(cf. Arabic), whence -,n._:n is that which splits the 

darkness, and .,P.~ (ox, cattle) is the animal which 
rips up, cleaves the soil, .i.e. the ploughing animal. 

The Masoretes divided the verse at 'Jordan', but 
Septuagint made the break at -,;,:in, which is more 
likely, and much easier. 

"'ltrl\t. This is one of six cases where the m. sing. 
cstr. appears instead of the normal absolute form, 
'1ql$, GK 130g, and especially GK 96 (bottom of 
p. 282). Dr 325 thinks these forms are due to acci
dental corruption, but GK explains by the close 
connection with following phrase, thus being a con
struct in intention if not according to correct syntax. 
The position of the word makes it most emphatic, 
coi:rung as it does before the negative. Kittel would 
read .,W'~, and follow the verb with rzr,~, 'until there 
was not left a man', but it is best to retain the 
Masoretic text in spite of its unusualness. 

-,,:v~, 3 m. s. pf. niph. of -,-,y III (to be lacking; 
cf. Arabic 'remain, lag behind', which is better here), 
but with the normal pathach changed to qamets in 
pause with athn~ch. DT 162 (note) would make the 
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form the niph. ptc. (cf. the qamets), and thus ex
ceptionally construed with the negative M; (the 
normal negative with the ptc~ is 1~8, GK 1521, 

DS 171f), but this is not necessary, though see 
GK 152b, DS 173. 

1 ~. 3 m. s. pf. qal, but here to be translated as 
a pluperfect. 

Verse 23. The strong-vav sequence is broken when 
the interest turns back again to Achitophel, who , 
knew that the rebellion must fail if David were once 
given the time to recover from the initial surprise. 

nr,tz.,y:, 3 f. s. pf. niph. of nfz7Y (do), pe-guttural 
and lamedh-ke verb. · 

m,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ apoc. piel of 
mlr '(cominana), DG 147, WL 144; dagesh fails in 
yod-with-sheva, DG 32, WL 20. Here of his final , 
commands before death; cf. 2 Kings xx. 1; in modern 
phrase, not the 'set his house in order' of RV, but 
'made his will'. In modern Hebrew, MJ$=fi means 
'a will'. 

p:n,,, strong-vav · plus 3 m. s. impf. niph. of ;,:n 
(strangle), pe-guttural verb. 

iiD,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (jussive) qal 
of nic (die), with tone retracted. Pronounce wiiy
yd-moth, DG 131, WL 158. 

Verse 24. nc,:nc, toneless he-locale ( relic of old 
accusative case ending, DG 61/, WL 21 1) plus c~~l:!0, 
having qamets with athnp,ch in pause. Presumably the 
vowel would be pathach out of pause, but this word 
with he-locale is always found in pause. A place-name, 
though the noun is a dual form meaning 'two camps'. 
':\'he plural is ri'i:q0. 



Verse 25. ctZ7, 3 m. s. pf. gal of cl!tZ7 or c,tl? (set, 

appoint). 
M:!.:S:M, article plus N:!.:lr (host). This is the militia, 

over which Joab was captain, i.e. of the army 1n the 
field, whereas Benaiah was captain of the king's body
guard of foreign mercenaries. The militia was the 
Israelite 'call-up'. 

•. • • N'im::il7i, a circumstantial clause explaining 
Amasa's relationship to Joab. 'Now Amasa was the 
son of a man whose name (another little circum
stantial clause) was .. .' 

mtzn, vav (shureq before sheva, DG 53, WL 44) 
plus 3 m. s. of sing. ci:u (name), a third declension 
noun, the first part being unalterable because it is 
not there, and the second part ending in tsere ( or 
cholem). Both conditions must be fulfilled for a third 
dec1ension noun. 

,!,Miu,,,n . This is strange. 1 Chronicles ii. 1 7 
and LXX (Cod. A) have 'lshmaelite'. 

ro, cstr. sing. of~ (daughter), DG 153, WL 186. 

rmx, cstr. sing. of r,in~ (sister), DG 153, WL 185. · 

Verse 26. 1n,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) 
gal of n.,n (camp), pe-guttural and lamedh-he verb. 
Sing. verb with compound subject, WL 201, GK 146J. 

Verse 27. xi:i.:,, prep. kaph plus inf. cstr. gal of 
M;l). (come). The ·prepositions beth and kaph are used 
interchangeably to mean 'when he came', lit. 'in (at) 
his coming', DG I II, WL 100. 

Verse 28. There is a verb missing which LXX 
supplies. Read ~M,;t:r ('brought') 3 m. p. pf. hiph. 
of Mi:!. {come), probably after ,:sti\ since the hiphil 
of x,:i. is proper for animals and utensils, but the 
hiphil of tu~ (see ii:zt,,:1n in next verse) is proper 
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for food, i.e. 'brought near'. The EVV make the 
one verb apply to everything, as the Hebrew text, 
and insert it at the beginning of verse 28. 
~~- Apparently they brought one bed only, 

for this word by itself must be translated •a bed'. 
But LXX has 6eKa: Koha:s Ka:l aµq>tTchrovs, i.e. 
'ten couches and rugs'. Klostermann saw that the 
'ten' was due to reading 117.tt;~ for an original J'!fu1.? 

(cstr. pl. of iL"'J:iT, 'couch'), whence we may restore 

c,:r:t';,t:>~ ~~ r,w-;,.v 'and couches for lying down 
(lit. "couches of lying-down") and rugs'. 

r,i~, pl. of qc I {basin, goblet). It is a double
ayin root, whence the dagesh in the pe. 

,;:,,, vav plus ,~~. which is sing. cstr. used as 

a collective noun. Perhaps read the cstr. pl., i.e. 
,~:;,~ 'and potter's vessels'. 

The plural c,~ry means wheat in the ·grain, but 
the sing. ~i:t is wheat in the ear. Similarly for 

'barley', c,-,ytp and n1i7iF, GK 124m, DS 19. The 
last word in the sentence is an accidental repetition, 
and is not found in LXX. 

Verse 29. 72itx1 { and sheep) is sound enough in 
itself, though some would insert r,~Z?l'.I to read 
'sheep's milk', th-i'is bringing this item into line with 
the rest, but cf. Lucian and Vulgate immediately 
below. 

r,i~rp. The word is unknown, and no satisfactory 

solution has been proposed. LXX transliterates the 
word, but Lucian and the Vulgate understood. 
'calves', but Syrjac and the Targum have 'cheese', 
whence the EVV. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

Verse 1. crzr,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
c,4" {set, appoint). The normal impf. is C'ip; ; the 
jussive is c~, which with tone retracted as here 

becomes way-yti-sem, DG 131!, WL 158. 
,,ft', cstr. pl. of iiu (prince, captain). The root 

is double-ayin, hence the firm qamets instead of 
a doubleq resh. 

Verse 2. n,~,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s." impf. piel 
of n,ru (send), but Lucian re::i,d un!W,,1 (and divided 
into three), a denominative verb from the numeral 
W,JV (three), which is much more likely to be the · 

original reading. 
,nN, cstr. sing. ofnl$ (brother), DG 153, WL 185. 
N~, in£ . abs. of N:lt"' (go out, i.e. to battle) in

tensifying the following Mi:!, 1 s. impf. qal, DG 77!, 
WL 101. This verb is one of six like :l!P'.!, 

Verse 3. The ,:p is 'because', and the Cl!t is 'if', 
with the apodosis beginning at ,o,rzr,-N;, 'they will 
not set heart to us', i.e. they will reckon nothing, of us. 

c~, inf. abs. qal of c~~ (flee), strengthening the 
following c,~~, 1 pl. impf. q al. 

. iMl:I\ 3 m. p. impf. qal of r,,e (die). 
~,:izn, 1 pl. suff. plus sing. ,¥1:1 (half), a lamedh-he 

no~, DG 148, WL 189, GK 93y; 'and if half of us 
shall die', plur. verb with sing. collective noun. 

i'l?il', 'for now there are ten thousand as we', but 
it is better to read ni:;,~ (thou) for nf;!.V (now) with 
LXX, Symm., Vulg., 'for thou art like us being ten 
thousand'. 
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-,,370, prep. p;i plus .,,~ (city), but read -,,~J (in 

the city) as LXX, or -,,~vQ (from the city). 
-,,Tl7;, The Kethib is -,,yr,; for ~,y~lt,i (cf. GK 

53q), prep. lamedh plus in£ cstr. hiph. of 'iTl7 
(help), i.e. 'to bring help'. The Qere is .,iTf';_,, 
lamedh plus in£ cstr. qal 'to help', though Kittel 
suggests .,tr? (the noun, 'for help'), and ICC .,T.ir? 
(as a helper). 

Verse 4. :1~,,, 3 m. s. impf. qal of :;i~, (to be 
good). There are three pe-yod verbs which always 
show the yod; they are 'If he howls ,~, let him suck 
p~ his thumb, and he will be good :;i~,,. 

Verse 5. ~2b, prep. lamedh plus ~lit, which is 
a noun meaning 'gentleness', but is used only ad
verbally, generally with the preposition. Translate 
'gently for me Ni)', WL 207, § (b) ii, GK 1,19s. 

c,W:ltb. This is in apposition to the previous 
-,37,:b. The prep. is sometimes repeated, especially 
when the first word is a proper name, GK 131h. 

r,nr:i, prep. beth plus inf. cstr. piel of rmr (com
mand), 'when the king commanded .. .' 

Verse 6. r,N-,p;, 'to meet';· see note on xvi. I. 

Verse 7. cw (second) is probably an accidental 
repetition; similarly in verse 8. 

After the number J:J'N (thousand), we would 
normally expect ZU,N (men), as in LXX. 

Verse 8. The Kethib mH: is probably an error, 
due to the accidental misplacement of the vav. Read 
the Qere riJiE:11, f. s. niph. ptc. of f-!E:1 (to be 
scattered): 'and the fighting was being scattered ... ' 

:;i-,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) hiph. 
of n:1-, (to be many), followed idiomatically by 
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lamedk plus in£ cstr.; lit 'and the forest made many 
to devour among the people more than that which 
the sword devoured .. .', DS 1 13f. 

Verse 9. 1e,p,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. niph. 
of Nip Il=nip (meet), lit. 'was met before .. .', 
i.e. accidentally met . 

. . . c,ru:uin, 'and Absalom (was) riding a mule', 
an idiomatic Hebrew circumstantial clause. Notice 
the mule is defined with the article, as being the 
particular mule he was riding. 

1:litu only here, meaning 'the interweaved (branches)', 
'under the interwoven branches of the great oak 
(terebinth)', since the adjective is fem. and agrees 
with n,1en. Some would read ,i--rilu, making the adjec-
tive refer to the branches, since 1:litu is masc. The 
oak is defined, because it is the particular oak in 
which he was actually entangled . 
. pm,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of pm, 

a verb which has the sense of 'hold fast, hold tight, 
grasp firmly'. 

7n,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. passive qal of ll"ll 
(set, give), -DG i 14 3(c), and not impf. hoph. as 
WL 131 probably intends, since there is no causative 
sense. But LXX, Syriac and Targum presuppose 
,r.;,~'I (and he was suspertded), strong-vav plus 3 m. s. 
impf. niph. of n,n , which is prob;,bly correct. 

Verse IO. 1e,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ (apoc.) 
qal of nN'"I (see). The apocopated forms of this verb 
need particular care, DG 147, WL 144. 

'1MN tv'lN, 'a certain man'. 
,,;r,, pass. ptc; qal of n,n (suspend, hang). The 

original final yod returns in this form regularly, 
DG 143, WL 143. 
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Verse 11. ,-.:ion, article plus ptc. hiph. of ,::i: 

(tell), strictly 'to the man, the one that told him', 
and equal to the relative clause, WL 27, GK 126b. 

. . . n:in,. A good example of clauses which are 
co-ordinate in Hebrew, but where we would use 
'if'; 'and behold (if) thou didst see, then. (Heh. 
"and") wherefore did you not smite mm· ... ' 

in,:,.-,, 3 m. s. suff. plus 2 m. s. pf. hiph. of n~ 
(smite). 

n:iriM, toneless he-locale plus yizc (land, here 
'ground'), but with the pathach lengthened to qamets 
in pause with athnach. 

,;;,, 'and upon me', emphatic because of its 
position at the beginning of the clause. 

r,p~: prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of 7m (give). 
The tone has been retracted, so that the tsere has 
become seghol, e.g. Genesis xv. 7; GK 20h. 

Verse 12. zc,,, follow the Qere zc:r,1 for :r,i, 'ev_l!n 
though I were weighing .. .' 

,,,ru, _act. ptc. qal of ,pru (weigh). There is no 
need to. read the pass. ptc., since the receiver weighs. 
DT 184 (class VI). 

,;;i>, 1 s. suff. to dual of q:i> (palm of the hand): 
'on my two hands'. There is no need to read the 
sing. ,s;,~. 

'C,!l'fN:::I., prep. beth plus I pl. · suff. plus dual of 
l?t (ear); emphatic, 'for with our own ears .. .' 

,,oru, 2 m. pl. imperat. qal of ,oru (guard, take 
care of). · 

,o, if this can stand, it must mean 'whoever ye 
be', but it is better to follow the Versions with ,~ 

(for me). 



Verse 13. . .. iN, 'or if (assuming another con
ditional clause beginning here, as though ~, welt: 
understood, GK 159cc) I had dealt deceitfully with 
his life (following the Qere)-and nothing can be hid 
from the king-'-then (DT 124, the apodosis begins 
here) thou (emphatic) wouldst have taken up thy 
stand aloof (i.e. from me)'. ICC would correct iN 
to c~, but actually ~, would be required here. 

,l'fliul7, 1 s. pf. qal of niul7 (do), here to denote 
unfulfilled condition in the past, DS 179, DT 184 
(class V). 
· ,zul),~, the Qere is 'against my life', ,~~,;ii, i.e. 

'or I would have done despite to my life', but in that 
case the last verb in the sentence would also need to 
be in the perfect. 

· "TM::l\ 3 m. s. impf. niph. of~ (hide), but here 
translated by the auxiliary 'can',DS 64§43 (h), DT41. 

~:iz,z,r,, 2 m. s. imp£ hithp. of ~x (set, station 
oneself). BDB holds that the hithp. form is from the 
root ~r, as against other forms from the root ~:iz,. 

"T~0, the word -,;~ (properly a noun meaning 
originally 'conspicuous') has generally the sense of 
hostility, oppositeness. It means 'flat in the face of', 
as against ,;~~' which means 'in front of' without 
any sense of opposition or contradiction, e.g. Psalm 
xxiii, 5; 'thou preparest a table before me (,,m,, in 
front of me), flat in the face of ("T~, in spite of) 
my adversaries'. 

. n,,nN l!l lit,, 'not sowill l tarry (before thee)', 
i.e. I have no time to waste with you. LXX has two 
renderings, the second is as the Hebrew ovx ov-roos 

· l,lEvoo, but the first is 610: -rou-ro eyoo 6:p~oµco, and 
is found also in Lucian and Targum, i.e. n~ott ,:;,~f 1~~, 
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'therefore I (emphatic) will begin before you (place)'. 
:Both readings are good. 
· n,,nN, 1 s. impf. (cohort) ·hiph. of Z,n, (wait). 
The suggested n~ttl:$ (see previous note) is I s. imp£ 
(cohort) hiph. of ,,n (begin, profane). This verb 
has two hiphils, the Hebrew double-ayin form; which 
doubles the second (and third) radical, pf. ,m, and 
imp£ ,~, meaning 'begin', and the Aramaizing 

double-q,iin form ,a~, which doubles (by impli
cation) the first radical, found only in impf. ana 
meaning 'profane' (transitive). 

c,t!l:ltzf, 'rods', but it is better to follow LXX, (3EATJ 
(darts), i.e. c,i:i~zv; so most modems. 

cypr,,,, strong-uav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of ypr, 
(smite) plus 3 m. p. suff. 

"TiY, properly a noun meaning 'continuance', but 
used as an adverb 'yet'. Here with 3 m. s. suff., 
DG 136 (note), WL 11of. 

,n, m. s. adj. (alive) from root i,,n. 
Verse 15. 1::1C,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. impf. qal 

(Hebrew form with second radical doubled) of :l:lC 
(go round, surround); normal double-ayin form. 

,Niu:, cstr. pl. of Ni1;:, act. ptc. qal of Ntz7: (carry). 
i:l,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. hiph. of n~: (smite). 
inr,,c,,, strong-uav plus 3 m. p. impf. hiph. (~r,,t;)~) 

of ~D (die) plus 3 m. s. suff. 

Verse 16. Ypr,,i, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal 
of Yj,n (smite, or of a trumpet as in verse 14, 'blow') . 

.,£11%1, the curved trumpet of ram's horn. 
::1rrr,,. strong-vau plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal (::1~, 

jussive :l~) of :l~IU (return) with tone retracted, 

and pronounced wiiy-y&-shov, DG 131, WL ~58. 
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i:t"MC, prep. l~ (from) plus in£ cstr. qal of i:i.,., 
(pursue). The dageshforte has failed in resh-with-sheva; 
cf. also I Samuel xxiii. 28. GK 102b, 22s demands 
the dagesh in both cases, but it i~ not so according to 
the best texts. 
, Verse 17. ,n;,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. imp£ gal 

of np, (take), with dagesh failing, as usual, in qoph
with-sheva, DG 3ef, WL 20. 

'Q'lr'1, strong-vav plus 3 m. p. imp£ hiph. of :l:il 

(s~t up). See note on verse 13. 
'!Cl, 3 p. pf. qal of c,, (flee). Notice accent: 

:rci is ayin-vav form, but :i;; is lamedh-he. 

Verse 18. 'Now Abs;tlom had taken (pf. translated 
as pluperfect).' 

-:l'lr'1, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ hiph. (:i,~, 
jussive :iar..) of :l:il (set up), with vowel shortened 
into seghol before maqqeph. The effect of the maqqeph 
(DG 40, WL 28, 118) is to make the whole phrase 
one, so that in this case the vowel must be short, 
since now it is in a closed syllable before the tone. 

'l"f'Q, prep. beth plus c,~i, (plur. noun 'life') plus 
3 m. s. suff. 

,r,;_~. This properly is the cstr. sing. of n;~ 
(pillar, ·stele), but see later in ~erse. It is unusual to 
find 11M without the article, wherefore most would 
read M;il$jj (the stele). LXX found the Hebrew 
difficult and is confused . 

.,,::ll7:i, used as a prep. before the inf. cstr. hiph., 
'in order to cause (men) to remember my name'. 

,l7, here 'according to', BDB 754a. LXX omits 
this and the following words to n,; not necessary so 
to do, though it makes the text easier. 

~':lpT~1, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. niph. of M.,i' 
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(call), used impersonally, lit. 'and there was called 
to it .. .' 

"1"', 'hand', but used here, as in I Samuel xv. 12, 

to mean 'sign, monument'. 

Verse 19. mtiiN, 1 s. impf. (cohort. with toneless 
he) qal of r,ii (run). · 

ni'iu::lNi, weak-vav· plus I s. impf. (cohort.) piel 
of ifu:1 (announce). The root means 'make smooth', 
whence 'rriake smooth the face with good news', and 
in, 'flesh', from the smoothness of the skin. 

'ltOEltu, 3 m. s. pf. qal of l:Qtll'U {judge, but here 
'judged favourably', 'given him the verdict', and 
almost 'saved') plus 3 m. s. suff. 

Verse 20. rii'iu::n, strong-vav plus 2 m. s. pf. piel, 
'but thou shalt tell good news .. .' 

inN, 'another', the cheth is virtually doubled; hence 
the first vowel remains short. 

1!) is read; but not written; the Masoretes evidently 
realized that it had been accidentally omitted. I;,; ,!) 

7!) is a pleonastic phrase for,~, 'because'. 
J"\C might be either the act. ptc. qal or the 3 m. s. 

pf. qal {probably the latter) of rnc ( die). 

Verse 21. _ ,a,, 2 m. s. imperat. qal of 1',n (go), 
one of six verbs like :lW~-

,.:i.,, 2 m. s. imperat. hiph. of,~~ {tell). 
;irr,Ni, 2 m. s. pf. qal of MNi (see), with final 

vowel written full. 
inr,w,i, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) 

hithpalel of (n)inru (bow down). The original final 
vav has been retained, and the final he added; usually 
the he is substituted for the vav to make a true lamedh-he 
verb. This verb needs care, especially in respect of 
the apocopated forms, DG 145, WL 145. The trans-
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position of the_ tau and the shin is normal, DG 93, 
WL 72. 

~:,, here a proper name, but previously not so. 
Read ,7t-r::ii:i, 'the Cushite' . 

.,,-,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of rii. 
(run). The tone is not retracted here because of the 
pause, the jussive form being retained. 

Verse 22. qc,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. hiph. 
of qc, (add). Care is needed to distinguish between 
the forms of qc, (add) and qcz.c (gather). 

,l'M, weak-vav plus 3 m. s. juss. qal of n,n (be). 
The normal jussive is ,rt'). The dagesh has failed in 
yod-with-sheva; then the sheva has failed under the yod, 
so that we are left with a long-i written full, DG 147!, 
WL 145: 'let come what (may)'. 

m, emphatic enclitic, 'why on earth are you to 
run', DS5, Rem; 2, GK 136d. 

y,, act. ptc. qal of rii (run), 'about to run', 
fut. instans, DS 134, GK I r6d. 

,:i::i, noun 1~ plus I s. suff., DG 153, WL 186. 
n:,1,,, vav (shureq before vocal sheva, DG 53, WL 44) 

plus 1' written with final vowel full, 'and to thee'. 
riz.c;b, fem. sing. act: ptc. qal of NX0 (find). Some 

modems point r,z,c~, fem. sing. of hoph. ptc. of z.cx, 
(go out), i.e. 'no reward for good tidings will be 
brought forth to thee'. Perhaps it is a corruption of 
the ~, which the Versions rightly find at the 
beginning of the next verse. 

Verse 23. r,i, 2 m. s. imperat. qal ofrri (run) . 
.,,-,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of r;i 

(run) ; normal · imp f. is ,n,, J. ussive is ,,,, and f • ,,_, .f T) 

with tone retracted, as here, r:,~, pronounced w4,y-

-,ti.-rots: 'so he ran .. .', DG 131, WL 145. 
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Verse 24. MEl:!rM, article plus n,:i:. ;i.ct. ptc. qal 
of n11; (look out), here used as a noun, 'watcher'. 

r,, act. pts. gal of~, (run). 
n0mn-;M, 'to the wall', perhaps·,,,, 'upon .•. ' 

Mtt,',i, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ qal -of Mfu:I 
(lift up). 

Verse 25. '!'1~!1, prep. heth plus rn; (mouth) plus 

3 m. s. suff., DG 153, WL 186. 
:iip, ,,,n ,;,,, lit. 'and he went, going and 

being near', an idiomatic Hebrew construction for 
'he kept on getting nearer and nearer'. The normal 
construction is finite verb (i,n, or some such verb) 
followed by its own inf. abs. and then another. in£ 
abs., but here the last word is the act. ptc. instead of 
:iii~ the inf. abs.; an · alternative is to use two 

participles instead of the two in£ absolutes; cf. 
2 Samuel iii. r; DS ugf, WL 101, GK 113s. 

V-erse 26. irrv.,-;M, 'to the porter (gate-man)', but 
it is better to follow Lucian and Syriac with ,~r;;:r.,~, 
'to the gate'. 

tt"M (second), add inM (another) with LXX and 
Synac. . 

Verse 27. z,:irrn), cstr. sing. ofn¥~,2? (running). 
. . . niw:i-,Mi, 'to a good reward he will come', 

but Targum suggests 'and what is more, good news 
he will bring', M'~ n:;to n:,i~ !:)N1, which is better. 

Verse _28. Hip,,, 'and he called', but Lucian read 
!1:ll',~1 (and he drew near), which is better. 

T!EIM;, prep. lamedh plus the dual 0:_0~ (lit. pair of 
nostrils) plus 3 m. s. suff.; 'face to the ground'. The 
lamedh is unusual in this common phrase, and is 

• probably an error from the previous word. 
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'i%l, 3 m. s. pf. piel of ,x, (shut), "Vith pathach 
in last syllable because of the resh (equal to guttural). 

Verse 29. c,,ru. The Masorah was against th~ 
reading ci,ivq, but noted that it was a suggested 

alternative (Sebir). It would certainly make better 
sense: 'is it well with the youth ... ?' 

n,uh, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal, though prep. 
kaph or ~ would be more usual. Translate 'when 
Joab sent the king's servant and thy servant', but 
most modems would read, 'when Joab sent thy 
servant', ~~-r,~ =.~;, (tl 'ft'~) ti'Z¥\ regarding the 
rest as glosses. 

Verse 30. xi, 2 m. s. imperat. qal of ~ {go 
round). 

=.x,r,n, 2 m. s. imperat. hithp. of =.x,, 'station 
thyse]f, take up'thy stand'; see note on verse 13. 

Verse 3 I. M::1, m. s. act. ptc. qal of l!n:l after .,:in 
(behold). ~.-

iiZ7:::1Z"l'I, 3 m. s. impf. (jussive) hithp. of itz.,=., 'let 
my lord the king receive good tidings'. 

itO~tu, 3 m. s. pf. qal plus 2 m. s. suff. 
c,cpn, article plus m. plur. of C,?, act. ptc. qal of 

C~i' (arise). 

Verse 32. Tin,, 3 m. p. impf. (jussive) qal of :,,n (be). 

CHAPTER XIX 

Verse I. T:M,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
T:M (to be agitated violently), used of earthquakes 
and great disquiet. 

,:vi,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. ( apoc.) q al of 
rb'JI (go up). · 
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i:i,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) qal of 
~:i (weep). For this unusual apocopated form, see 
DG 147, WL 144. . 

,~;:i, prep. beth plus inf. ·cstr. qal ~~ of ,,n 
(go), 'as he went', but Lucian read ir,~~:ii,, beth plus 
inf. cstr. qal of n.::i (weep), which is perhaps better. 

7r,,-,c, lit. 'who will give .. /, i.e. '0 that . . .', 
WL 203, GK 151d, DS 183. 

,~ic, inf. cstr. qal of r,~c ( die) plus 1 s. suff., not 
the noun, which would be ,,,,.;c. 

,:iM, the personal pronoun emphasizing the suffix, 
·ns I, GK 135e-h. 

Tr,nr,, dual fotm plus 2 m. s. suff. (instead of, . 
properly 'underneath'). 

-Verse 2. ,~,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. hoph. 
(here a true passive of the hiphil) of,~, 'and it 
was told .. ,' 

,:um,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. hithp. of ;3 
(mourn). Some suggest the ptc. ,~tti;,,;:i, but _a strong--

vav with impf. is found occasionally following a ptc. 
which describes a present state, DT 92; unless per
chance it means 'and hath gone into mourning'. 

Verse 3. ,m,,, strong-vav plus 3 £ s. impf. (apoc,) 
qal of n,n in its true sense, 'and the victory hath 
become .. .' 

:i.:iur:i, 3 m. s. pf. niph. of :i.:inr (to pain), 'the king 
hath been sore pained on account of his son'. Ptc. 
ni.ph. has final qamets. 

Verse 4. :i~:ir,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. hithp. 
oi :m (steal), 1.e. 'got themselves away like thieves', 
this preserving the hithpael sense of reflexive re
iteration. 

k'l::l;, prep. laemdh (qamets before tone syllable, 
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DG 51, WL 45) plus inf. cstr. qal (WL 45) of ~n:i 
(come). 

c,:,:b!)Jil, art. plus m. pl. of ptc. niph. c~;,~ of 
c,::, (to be humiliated), defining the sing. collective 

· noun 'people', acting as ~ relative clause. · 
cc,~:i, prep. beth plus inf. cstr. qal of c~.::, (flee) plus 

3 Iil. p. suff. 

Verse 5. mib, 3 m. s. pf. qal of m~, (wrap tightly). 
The aleph is unusual though original to the root ( cf. 
Arabic), and the word should probably be pointed 
MN~. The second ,,cil should probably be omitted 
with the Versions. 

Verse 6. r,,::ii,, article plus r,~i (house), with qamets 
for pathach in pause. Some MSS. read the usual 
he-locale il~~ri, but this is not essential. 

~:iii, 2 m. s. pf. hiphil of rrii:ll (to be ashamed), 
intransitive in the gal, but transitive in the hiphil, 
as here. The true qyin-vav hiphil would be tv'l=?,i1 and 
so t,w-,:;iq, but this is formed as if the verb were m:i, 
(pe-vav), i.e. izt,:;,.;n and ~'qf~'i, DG 152, GK 78b. 

c,m,ccil, article with dagesh failing in mem-with
sheva (DG 32, WL. 20) plus m. p. of piel ptc. of m,c. 
Word really means 'slip through', and it is used of 
'escape' intransitively in the niphal, but 'let escape, 
deliver' transitively in the piel. See Exp. Times, 
July, 1944, p. 266. ' 

T?Zt.::I, 2 m. s. suff. to c,r;t~, plural of illp~ ( woman, 
wife), DG 153, WL 185. 

Trzfh!l, 2 m. s. suff. to plural of m~~r;.i ( con
cubine); see note on xvi. 21. 

Verse 7. il::lilM;, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of 
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!li,tt (love); cf. DG 81, WL 99; lit. 'to love .. .', or, 
in English idiom, 'by loving'. 

,,N!lfu, 2 m. s. suff. to plural of M~iz7, act. qal ptc. 

of H,# (hate). 

There are three different uses of the conj. ,~ in 

this verse: first and third 'for'; second and fourth 
'that'; fifth resumptive, GK 157, 158. 
,, rN, usually means 'thou hast no princes . . .', 

but the meaning intended is 'princes and servants are 
nothing T,'8 to thee'. 

x,, the Qere =t, is correct, hypothetic clause, 
unfulfilled condition in the past and (here) up to the 
present: 'if Absalom had been alive ... ' 

Verse 8. . .. cip, three 2 m. s. imperatives. 
:i., !,y -,:i.,, lit. 'speak \O the heart of . . .'; c£ 

Isaiah xl. 1; Genesis xxxiv. 3 (woo). 
,MY::i.tzi:i, 1 s. p£ niph. of :v::i.tzi (swear), always niph. 

in this sense; e.g. St. Patrick's hymn, 'I bind myself'. 
1:1,M ,~, the sebir inserts CM (if), but it is deliberately 

omitted, lest there be confusion with the following CM, 
which introduces the substance of the oath, 'For (the 
first ,:l) I swear by the Lord that (the second ,:l) 
if thou are not now (force of the ptc.) going out, 
assuredly (CH introducing the oath) not a man will 
lodge. . . .' As in English oaths, positive oaths have 
a negative form, and vice versa; e.g. 'I am ... if 
I do' means that I will not, whilst 'I am ... if I doh't' 
means that I will. 

rur-,,, strong-vav plus 3 £ s. p£ qal of yy-, (to be . 
evil). . 

nM:l, with accent on the first syllable is 3 f .. s. pf. 
qal; the f. s. act. ptc. qal has the accent on the last 
syllable. 



,,.,:v=, prep. 'lt:;l plus 2 m. s. suff. to C""!Jl:~, 
a plural form which denotes a time of life, GK 124,d; 
here 'youth'. 

Verse 9. :::itzt'!i, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of 
::irz7, (sit), with tone retracted and short vowel in 
last syllable. 

;M-,fzt'li, the vav-consecutive is broken, 'but Israel 
fled ... ' 

Verse 1 o. . • . ;:, ,n,,, 'and all the people were in 
a state of striving together'; .GK 51d. '111-' is niph. 
ptc. ofr:r (strive). 

,:i;,:itn, 1 p. pf. hiph. of ,x:i ( deliver) plus 1 · pl. 
suff. 

Mm!, 'and he' ~mphatic. 
i:ica,0, 1 p. pf. piel of m,0 (let escape) plus I pl. 

suff. 
c,i:,i:zr,,£1, always without the article. 
Verse II. c,tzt,-,no, m. p. of hiph. ptc. of !27jQ 

(to be silent). 
:::i,r,,;, prep. lamedh plus hiph. inf. cstr. of ::i:nzt 

(return). 

Verse 12. • •• -i::i,i, 'and the word of all Israel 
came .. .', Syriac, with many LXX and some Vulgate 
MSS., transposes this phrase to the end of the previous 
verse, where it certainly makes good sense. 

Verse 13. ,nN, 1 s. suff. to C"l'.llt plural of Mf 
(brot!1er), DG 153, WL 185. 

1 
Verse 14. Ntzri:i:v,,, 'and to Amasa (in particular) 

... ', placed first for emphasis. 
i"'l0M, 2 m. p. impf. gal fon·-,;i1tt.l, GK 68h. 

• , , mz7:P"I n:,, a type of oath found in Samuel and 
Kings; see Dr on 1 Samuel iii. I 7; here 'so may God 
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do to me, and so may he add'. In Jezebel's mouth, 
the word c,n,N is construed as a plural, meaning 
heathen gods. ntz7ll', is strangely the ordinary impen. 
and not the jussive. i:rc, is 3 m. s. impf. ( again not 
jussive) hiph. ofi:ic, (add). 

N; CN, introducing the substan~e of the oath, which 
is positive in intention, the negative being used, 
DG 168!, WL 2oif. 

Verse 15. to::il, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) 
hiphil (and so transitive) of MtQ:l (incline). Lucian 
inserts 'Amasa' as subject; Targum assumes Ul:'l, 

i.e. the gal, and makes 'heart' the subject, in which. 
case the -r,N must be deleted. 

Verse 16. r,,,n--ill', 'up to the Jordan'. This 
river is always 'the Jordan'. 
· rr,.:b:rn, also always with the article, except in 

this case twice only, Joshua v. 9, xii. 23. Here with 
toneless he-locale. 

n::l,;, prep. lamedh plus inf. cstr. qal of ,,n (go). 
Ten MSS. read ni,; (to go down), inf. cstr. of i,,, 
the more usual description of a journey down into 
the Jordan Valley, e.g. to Jericho. 

MNip,, from Nip II (meet); see note on xvi, 1. 

Verse 1 8. The first four words belong to the previous 
verse. The rest of this verse and the first half of 
verse 19 is the story of Ziba, after which the story of 
Shimei is resumed, 

,tull' r,wz::>n, the r,z;-i:;iq f. s. cstr. form is unusual 

(here and Judges viii. IO for 15; Judges xx. 25 for 18), 
the normal form being the f. abs. followed by the 
masc. itz,y when used with masc. nouns, .DG 164. 
WL 195, and especially GK 97e. ,n,x,, weak-vav plus simple perfect, but this is 
irregular, and in any case the syntax here demands 
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the om1ss10n of the vav, which has come from 
dittography (see previous word). n~ means 'leap, 
rush' and is used to describe the timely zeal of Shimei, 
and the speed with which he sought to atone for his 

· previous 'previous' conduct. · 
Verse 19. ni:i.vn ni:i.v, is usually translated 'and 

the ferry-boat kept passing over', but this meaning 
for ~ is not confirmed elsewhere, and the word 
usually means 'crossing, ford'. LXX has a doublet 
here,:.,:-eading the present Hebrew text for the second, 
but n-oYn i-oYi for the first, whence Wellhausen · 
suggested n:,~i, :i,~,, 'and they kept crossing the 
ford', which is good. Both ni:i.v, and ,,~, are strong
vav with perfects, intended as frequentatives. See Dr. 335. 

,,~:i, prep. beth plus in£ cstr. qal of i:i.v (cross) 
plus 3 m. s. suff. The vowel is a short-o and the sheva 
is vocal, DG 102, WL 100. See RV margin. 

Verse 20. •:itzin\ 3 m. s. imp£ (jussive) qal of :itztn 
(consider, reckon). The last vowel is short-o before 
maqqeph, being now in a closed syllable before the 
tone, DG 40, WL 28. . 

m.vn, 3 m. s. pf. hiph. of n,.v II ( denominative 
from lif, meaning 'commit iniquity') . 

. . . c,w;, 'for the king to take it to heart'. 
Verse 22. lll',,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. (apoc.) 

qal ofmy (answer). 
nnnn, interrog. he plus prep. M!jJ::l (here 'instead of'). 
rtt:),,, 3 m. s. imp£ hoph. of n:io (die). 
Verse 23. c~;, ,;-:,o. Cf. note on xvi. 10. 

1mw,, prep. lamedh plus l~iV, liere 'adversary'. 
For further development of this word, see the com
mentaries on Job, HDB iv. 407-412, etc. 

, . . no,, CTIM, either a question, presumably 
indicated by the lifting of the voice, or an oath, 
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positive in form and therefore with a negative to be 
introduced, here without the imprecatory CM. 

Verse 24. l7::i.t:rii, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. impf. niph. 
(as usual) of 37:::i,rzr (swear), with tone retracted . 
. Verse 25. ,,;.r, 3 m. s. suff. to C;'.~':1, dual of '~1 

(foot). 
,,en n:::i, must be in apposition to c,-,n, since 

CT"M has article and therefore cannot be in construct 
to tl,te clause. , 

Verse 26. c,rzr,,,. Read either 'from Jeruialem' 
or transfer to the end of the previous verse. 

zi:::i,n, 'didst thou (not) go', i.e. in the original flight. 
Verse 27. ,~c,, 3 m. s. pf. piel of nc, (beguile) 

plus I s. suff., but notice the qamets in pause instead 
of the normal pathach. 

,,-nrzr:i.nN, 1 s. cohort. qal of rzr:i.n {bind, and so 
'saddle'); 'let me saddle me', but the Versions make it 
a command to his servant, ,~-nt;=?,Q i' ' ( thy servant 
said) to him, Saddle me ... '. r,vi:;tt:t is 2 m. s. (em
phatic) imperat. qal; the first vowel is short-a, and 
the sheva is vocal. 

:::),:::),~,, weak-vav plus I s. impf. qal of:::),:::), (ride). 
We would expect the cohortative here, and also in 
the following verb. 
· n,;37, prep. -;37 plus 3 f. s. suff., but it ought to be 
3 m. s. suff., since i,cn is the he-ass. 

·z,z,c. Many MSS. read -,z,c, which is easier. 
Verse 28. Mtz7l7i, weak-vav plus 2. m. s. imperat. 

qal ofntz1l7 (do). 
Verse 29. CM ,:::i introduces an exception after 

a negative, GK r63a, c. 
rirzr,i, strong-vav plus 2 m. s. impf. qal of z,,qt 

(set; place). The normal impf. is z,,~, jussive MW~, 
and with tone retracted as here, z,~. 
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in,T:tt, the tone is retracted in pause with athnach, 
so that the.vocal sheva under the nun has become seghol. 

np-,:ir, here 'right, claim'. . · 
pn,i, 'and to cry . . . ', but this is difficult. ..Either 

omit the vav or follow Lucian with 1'1T:'l, 'and he 
cried (further) .. .', which is good in view of the next 
verse. 

Verse 30. -,:i,-ir,. Lucian presupposes n;ii-,r.:i, 'why 
do you multiply words?' 

Verse 31. n1,,, 3 m. s. impf. qal of np, (take), 
but with qamets for pathach with athnach in pause. 

Verse 32. The natural meaning of the Hebrew is 
'and he (Barzillai) crossed Jordan_with the king to 
escort him ,n,rz.,1;,', but did Barzillai really cross the 
river? Probably not, so that · here ~ means 'pass 
on to'. If Barzillai did cross the river, then they may 
be right who would read 7Twrru1c 1'°il -,~, 'and 
the king caused (him) to cross the Jordan'. 

,,-,,:i,,i,c cannot be right. It is probably a con
flation of rt-,,;,-r,i,c and 7,-,,:i,. . Lucian has 'from 
the Jordan'. The last two words are difficult, and 
possibly should be omitted as a gloss. 

Verse 33. Nm, 'and he it was who', emphatic. 
l;,:,1;,:,, 3 m. s. pf. pilpel of '1::ll (contain), with 

meaning 'nourish', but the final vowel in this case 
is pathach, and not tsere, as the grammars suggest, 
WL 160, GK 55f, 72m. 

,m,rzii:i., prep. beth plus n~,~ (sojourn) plus 3 m. s. 
• suff. The noun is explained as a shortened form of 
n;.,~, from the root :i,rz,i,, but it is better to follow 

LXX and read i!'!l=?,t;T~ ('when he sojourned', beth 
plus inf. cstr. gal of :,,tzt, plus s1,1ffix), though, as ICC 
says, the author may have intended ;n,;iqr:;,. (in his 
exile). 
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Verse 34. ,r,;::,;::,,, strong-vav plus I s. p£ pilpel 
of,:;:, ('and I will nourish thee'). 

Verse 35. ,:,w, cstr. pL of n;zv (year). The plural 
Mi:irp is rare, mostly poetic and late; cf. especially 
Deuteronomy xxxii. 7, which had great influence, 
since the two Songs of Moses (Deuteronomy xxxii 
and Exodus xv) have been Sabbath Canticles from 
a very early date. 

Verse 36. Y"TNM, interrog. he plus I s. impf. qal of 
,v,-, (know), ·'do I know (i.e. can I distinguish)?' 
followed by c~ to make the alternative ql!lestion, 

according to rule, DG 168, GK 150g. 
C.Vr.c\ 3 m. s. impf. qal of c.vr.c ('can thy servant 

taste'), DS 64, GK 107r. 
;::,N, 1 s. impf. qal of ;::,~ (eat), shortened from 

,.;iNN, and the regular form for the five pe-aleph verbs. 
c,,w, m. p. of ,~, act.· ptc. qal of ,,t;f, which is 

a denominative verb from ,,~ (song), and followed 

by the f. p., 'singing men-and singing women'. 
Nizn:l,, prop. lamedh plus N~ (burden). The 

dagesh in the sin is because the root is Mrzt:i, pe-nun 
verb. It is better followed by ,.v, as LXX, hri. · 

,,p::,, JTtltziN, Dr 337 rightly distinguishes between 
~ .vcrzt (listen to) and JTtltzt without prep., which is 
'hearing' without appreciation. 

Verse 37. r.c.vc::,, lit. 'like a little', and with imp£ 
'just'. Thus 'Thy servant will just cross Jordan ·with 
the king', but this use is not found elsewhere, and so 
many follow Lucian, to~ ,~, 'for thy servant will 
just .. .', which is sound. But did Barzillai ever cross 
the river? If not, then translate i::i.v 'pass on' and 
omit 'the Jordan' as a gloss by a scribe who thought 
the verb meant 'cross over', or make the verb a hiphil 
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-,~;i:~, and translate, 'For thy servant will just escort 
the king across the Jordan', in which case j,.,,r,-r,N 
should follow 11;,i!l,,-r,N. See Dr. 337. 

There is no need for the 'it' of the English Versions. 

Verse 38. ~w,, 3 m. s. jussive qal (::i~) of ::li?Zt 

(return), with short-a because of following maqqeph: 
'let, I pray thee, thy servant return, and I will die'. 

There is a break in the sentence at cnl!l::) ( with 
accent rebhia): 'but behold thy servant Kimham, let 
him cross over'. 

Verse 39. ,1;,:v .,n::lJ"I, '(which) thou shalt choose 
(to lay as an obligation) upon me'. 

11;,, prep. lamedh plus 2 m. s. suff. but in pause, 
DG 51, (note), WL 49. 

Verse 40. -,:i,:v, 3 m. s. pf. qal with final qamets in 
pause, but Ludan and some LXX MSS. read ~Y 
(stayed, stood, tarried), which is good. 

pu,,,, strong-vav 'plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of pw:i 
(kiss), which sometimes, ·as here, acts like izt~ and 
has imperfect in -a. Similarly iw:i (bite); cf. note 
on xvii. 9. 

i;i:)-,:i,,,, strong-vav plus 3 m. s. imp£ piel of ,.,:i. 
(bless) plus 3 m. s. suff. There is great dispute as to 
whether the resh in such forms of ,.,:i. should have 
simple sheva or chateph-pathah. Sephardi (Spanish) 
MSS. have the sheva, and Ashkenazi (Eastern) MSS. 
have the chateph-pathach. The best MSS. and editions 
vary from case to case. 

:i.u,,i, strong-vav plus 3 m .. s. impf. qal (tone re
tracted, and short-o in last syllable) of ::i:il%t (return). 

Verse 41. ji10:). Elsewhere the name is Kimham. 
,-,::i:v~,, the Kethib is ~.,~~l, 'and they brought 

(the king) across', which could ·stand if the previous 
phrase were joined to the first half of the verse, but 
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the Qere is better, ~,,;l1,t:'· ,, is often mistaken for 

n by translators. But LXX translates c,-:,;u,, which 
is best of all. 

Verse 42. im,, 3 p. pf. qal plus 2 m. s. suffix. 
Verse 43. M'f, the ,encliticuse for emphasis; cf. xviii. 22. 

,, nin, impersonal 3 m. s. pf. qal, lit. 'it is hot 
to you', i.e. 'are you angry'. 

,,~NM, interrog. he plus inf. abs. qal strengthening 
the following I P· pf. qal. The CIM of the disjunctive 
question follows. 

nMfz7, is difficult. It is best to read either the 
sing. n~ (portion; cf. Genesis xliii. 34) or the 
plural niot~Q, with the meaning, 'have we received 
any special favour?', lit. 'has there been brought 
a portion to us?' This is the interpretation of Targum. 

· The difficulty arises partly from the expectation of 
another inf. abs., but the niph. inf. abs. should be 
MW~, GK 76b. Klostermann suggested Mfz7; Nf;'~, 
'or are we at all carrying (him) away for ourselves?' 
See Dr 339 for further details. 

Verse 44. n,,,. This is the true plural of,, (hand); 
the dual is Cl~~- The meaning here is 'parts'. 

m::i·c:i,~ 'and also I am in David more ,than you', 
but LXX has 1TpWTOTOKoS, i.e. ii~~. 'first born:, the 
rest of the doublet representing the Hebrew text. 

,,n,pn, 2 m. s. pf. hiph. of ;;,, ('make light') 
plus 1 s. suff. Note the pathach under the tau, which 
is regular. Some MSS. and printed edd. have 
chateph-seghol under the he, but the best texts have 
chateph-pathach. 

iztp,,, strong-uav plus 3 m. s. impf. qal of niztp (to be 
hard, fierce). The corresponding hiphil form is 1Zfr1'!:!. 

,; is unnecessary, and may be due to a dittograph. 
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